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ABSTRACT 
Laser forming (LF) offers industry the promise of controlled shaping of metallic and non-
metallic components in prototyping, correction of design shape or distortion and precision 
adjustment applications. In order to fulfil this promise in a manufacturing environment the 
process must have a high degree of controllability, which can be achieved through a better 
understanding of its underlying mechanisms.  
The work presented in this thesis is primarily concerned with the use of modelling of the LF 
process at macro and micro scales as a means of process development. 
At the macro scale, finite element (FE), finite difference (FD) and analytical modelling were 
used to gain a better understanding of the complex interrelation between the various process 
parameters for specific geometries, reducing the need for extensive empirical investigations. 
A particular focus of the investigation was ascertaining which of these parameters influenced 
the fall off in bend angle per pass in multiple pass LF, along with the magnitude of their 
influence. 
The development of a full thermal-mechanical model of the LF process is detailed, as well as 
its application in a feasibility study into the forming of square section mild steel tubes for the 
automotive industry. Using this model, experimental observations were rationalized and 
novel scan strategies were developed which optimized the efficiency and accuracy of the 
process, something hitherto not possible using empirical methods alone. 
At the micro-scale, FE modelling was used to determine the mechanism of deformation in a 
novel laser micro-forming (LμF) technique, in conjunction with a full empirical study. The 
technique combined short pulse durations (20 ps) with high repetition rates (500 kHz) to 
generate localized heat build-up on the top surface of micro-scale stainless steel components, 
allowing for controlled and repeatable micro-adjustment. Modelling results suggest the 
mechanism works by confining the heating effect to the surface of the material, thereby 
selectively inducing thermal stresses and avoiding thermal damage of the component.
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NOMENCLATURE 
A3 – Upper critical transformation temperature (K) 
Cp - Specific heat capacity (J/kg.K) 
C0 – Initial carbon concentration (%wt) 
Cs – Carbon concentration on surface (%wt) 
d0 – Beam diameter (m) 
D0 – Proportionality constant (m2/s) 
D – Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
E - Young’s modulus (Pa) 
Ep – Pulse energy (J) 
ETISO - Isotropic tangent modulus (Pa) 
f – Volume fraction (1) 
F0 – Fourier number 
G – Net inward radiation (W/m2) 
H – Enthalpy (J)  
h - Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
J – Radiosity (W/m2) 
k - Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 
l – Heat diffusion length (m) 
L – Component length (m) 
Lp – Pulse length (s) 
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Ms – Martensite start temperature (K) 
Mf – Martensite finish temperature (K) 
P - Power (W) 
p – Pressure (bar) 
p0 – Initial pressure (bar) 
Q – Activation energy of diffusion (J/mol) 
q0 – Boundary heat source (W/m2) 
q – Net flux of radiation (W/m2) 
R - Universal gas constant (J/mol/K)  
s0 – Sheet thickness (m) 
Tamb – Ambient temperature (K) 
Tinf – reference temperature (K) 
U – Overall heat transfer co-efficient (W/m2) 
v0 - Traverse speed (m/s) 
Vm – Volume fraction of martensite (1) 
 
Greek symbols 
α - Thermal diffusivity (1/K) 
αB – Bend angle (Deg) 
αfe – Ferrite  
αth - Thermal expansion co-efficient (1/K)  
γ – Austenite  
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ε0 – Initial strain (1) 
εth – Thermal strain (1) 
εel – Elastic strain (1) 
εp – Plastic strain (1) 
ε – Total strain (1) 
λ – Wavelength (m) 
ν - Poisson’s ratio (1) 
ρ - Density (kg/m3)  
σ - Stress (Pa) 
σs – Stefan Boltzmann constant (J/mol/K) 
σys - Yield strength (Pa)  
Φ – Fluence (J/m2) 
Φth – Ablation threshold fluence (J/m2) 
ω0 - Beam radius (m) 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
BM – Buckling mechanism 
CCD – Charge coupled device 
CCR – Critical cooling rate 
CR – Cooling rate 
CW – Continuous wave 
FE – Finite element 
FD – Finite difference 
HAZ - Heat affected zone 
LBA – Laser beam analysis 
LF – Laser forming 
LμF – Laser micro-forming 
LSH – Laser surface hardening 
LSμF – Laser shock micro-forming 
MEMS – Microelectromechanical systems 
PDE – Partial differential equation 
SEM – Scanning electron microscope 
TEM – Transverse electromagnetic mode 
TGM – Temperature gradient mechanism 
UM – Upsetting mechanism 
WLI – White light interferometry 
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The work presented in this thesis focuses on the use of both numerical simulation and 
analytical models to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of the laser forming (LF) 
process at macro and micro scales. 
At the macro scale, LF [1,2] is a process for the shaping or correction of distortion in metallic 
components through the application of laser radiation, without the need for permanent dies or 
tools. The non-contact nature of the process has the advantage of no tool-wear, as well as 
sharing the high degree of flexibility associated with other laser based process such as cutting 
[3-5] and marking [6,7]. 
The process typically involves the use of defocused infrared laser radiation to thermally 
induce stresses in components. Through manipulation of process parameters [8] and 
depending on workpiece geometry, either localized plastic compressive strains or elastic-
plastic buckling can be achieved, producing out of plane bends in either direction (that is, 
towards or away from the beam) or in-plane shrinkage. 
At the micro scale, MEMS manufacturing requires accurate positioning of components as 
well as a high degree of reproducibility [9]. Laser micro forming (LμF) can be utilized in 
accurate post-fabrication adjustment of such components, allowing for manufacturing 
processes with relatively large tolerances [10]. The non-contact nature of the process is also 
useful in accessing specific micro-components within a device which may be highly sensitive 
to mechanical force. As such it has potential for widespread application in both the 
manufacturing and microelectronics industry.  
When scaling down the LF process, limits to conventional thermal forming techniques 
become evident, such as excessive, non-localized heating of the substrate and long thermal 
relaxation times [11,12]. Research has been conducted on non thermal LμF techniques, such 
as laser shock micro-forming (LSμF), a process with its origins in laser shot peening (also 
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known as laser shock hardening) [13]. Utilizing shockwaves generated through the 
breakdown of an absorptive layer, the LSμF process induces compressive stresses in the 
materials upper surface, typically using nanosecond pulsed laser systems [14-16]. High 
repetition rate femtosecond pulsed systems have also been applied to the LSμF process, 
producing bending away from the beam when used in conjunction with a pre-bend induced 
by favourable clamping conditions [17,18]. 
Whilst firmly established as a process in a research environment, both LF and LμF have had 
limited application in industry thus far due to an inadequate understanding of aspects of the 
process, leading to insufficient process control. In order for laser forming to realize its 
potential as a fully controlled process in a manufacturing environment, an increased 
understanding of the complex interrelation between processing parameters [19] and the 
influence of component geometry is essential.  
Numerical modelling can be used to simulate the LF process prior to experimentation, 
thereby determining the suitability of the process for the shaping of specific components. In 
addition, process parameter optimization can be conducted numerically, significantly 
reducing process development time and cost. 
Such an approach requires the development of a robust and non-case specific model of the LF 
process, which is capable of accurately predicting both the nature and magnitude of 
deformation for a given combination of processing parameters and component geometry. A 
key additional consideration is the effect of laser processing on the subsequent performance 
properties of the component as a result of potential metallurgical transformations. 
Research Objectives 
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a robust numerical simulation of the LF 
process for steels, capable of predicting the nature and magnitude of deformation for a given 
combination of processing parameters and component geometry. The model will 
subsequently be applied to the following: 
? An investigation into the variation in bend angle per pass observed during multi-pass 
laser forming along a single irradiation path, specifically the decrease in bend angle 
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per pass after multiple irradiations. Thermal-mechanical FE simulations will be used 
to ascertain which of the various factors (such as absorptive coating degradation, 
geometrical effects, variation in absorption, etc.) identified contributes towards this 
phenomenon and subsequently the magnitude of their contribution. 
? A numerical study into the process suitability and subsequent optimization of 
processing parameters for the LF of square section, mild steel tubes for the 
automotive industry. 
? An experimental and numerical investigation into the mechanism of deformation 
upon the application of short and ultra-short pulse durations in the thermal LμF of 
actuator-style components. 
Thesis Structure 
This thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 1 provides a background on the laser heating process and how, through control of 
process parameters, the nature of laser induced thermal cycles can yield three distinct LF 
mechanisms. A summary of the metallurgical characteristics of steels during laser heating is 
also presented.  
A review of the state of the art in both numerical modelling of the LF process at macro scales 
and a summary of the recent developments in LF at micro scales is presented in Chapters 2 
and 3 respectively. 
Chapter 4 details the theoretical development of a full thermo-mechanical FE model of the 
LF process. The development of two additional models, both of which utilizing post-
processing data from the aforementioned FE model, are also detailed in this chapter. The first 
is an analytical phase transformation model which can be used to predict the microstructural 
composition of the component as a result of the thermal cycles induced during LF. The 
second is a finite difference (FD) model of the solid-state diffusion of carbon from an 
absorptive graphite coating into the surface of the component during laser heating. 
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In Chapter 5, the various analytical and numerical models developed in Chapter 4 are applied 
in an investigation into the controlling factors in LF, with specific consideration given to the 
fall off in bend angle per pass which is evident in multiple pass LF. 
Chapter 6 presents a feasibility study into the laser forming of square section mild steel tubes 
for the automotive industry. The suitability of the LF process is assessed and process 
parameter regimes identified through use of the models detailed in Chapter 4. These models 
were also applied to the development of suitable scan strategies for the axial bending and in-
plane twisting of the components, with analogous experimentation conducted for validation 
purposes. 
Chapter 7 presents a numerical and experimental investigation into an entirely novel 
mechanism for LμF of micro-scale components (<1000 μm in their largest dimension), with 
empirical results being used to examine and optimize laser processing parameters for process 
development purposes. 
This thesis concludes with a summary of the key contributions to knowledge resulting from 
the work detailed in Chapters 5 to 7, as well as recommendations for future work in the field 
of laser forming at macro and micro scales. 
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Chapter 1 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Laser forming involves the use of thermally induced stresses to plastically deform a 
component, typically a metallic substrate. Through control of process parameters and 
depending on workpiece geometry, either localised plastic compressive strains or elastic-
plastic buckling can be achieved [1].  
The process has its origins in flame bending, a process in which an oxy-acetylene torch is 
employed as a heat source [20-22]. Whilst suitable for the forming of large, thick section 
components, such as the constituent parts of a ships hull, the relatively crude nature of the 
heat source means that flame bending has reached the limits of applicability in the shaping of 
smaller, more geometrically complex components. Lasers offer increased selectivity in terms 
of heating and a higher degree of controllability, with far greater potential for process 
automation. 
This chapter details the theoretical background of the laser heating process, with specific 
emphasis on how the nature of laser induced thermal cycles can yield three distinct LF 
mechanisms through control of process parameters such as laser power, speed and spot size. 
In addition, a summary of the metallurgical characteristics of steels during laser heating is 
presented. 
1.1 The Laser Heating Process 
Laser based processes generally involve some thermal input from the laser beam into a 
substrate, good examples of which being surface treatment and direct write processes. 
Surface treatments often involve melting or thermally induced changes in microstructure [23-
25] whilst direct writing utilizes the thermal input in order to sinter, coalesce or polymerize 
powder or resins in a selective manner [26-28].  
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Laser heating of a substrate is generally the most important factor in laser based processes. In 
the simplest case, this will result in heating with no loss of mass and cooling due primarily to 
conduction away from the irradiated area. At higher powers and intensities, however, phase 
change and material ejection may occur. Therefore, models of laser heating must take into 
consideration conductive, convective and radiative heat transfer. The stages of the laser 
heating process are illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 – Stages of the laser heating process with (a) solid heating, 
(b) melting, (c) liquid heating and (d) vaporization where Lf and Lv 
are the latent heats of fusion and vaporization respectively. 
As a focused laser beam impinges on a material it heats a surface layer a few nanometres 
thick by the process of Fresnel absorption. Fresnel absorption is the physical process by 
which light is absorbed by solids and is due to the incident light wave penetrating the metal 
surface and imparting energy to electrons below the surface via the inverse Bremsstrahlung 
effect (the emission of photons from excited electrons is known as the Bremsstrahlung effect) 
[13]. The oscillating electric field of the incident electromagnetic radiation causes free 
electrons close to the surface of the metal to oscillate at the same frequency. Collision of 
these electrons with the solids metal lattice structure leads to localized lattice vibration, 
resulting in a rise in temperature. 
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The laser beam acts as a circular heat source on the surface with a heat flux distribution 
determined by the beam intensity distribution or transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM). 
The rate of heating observed is often dependant on the absorptivity of the metal surface 
relative to the wavelength of the laser radiation. As a rule of thumb, highly reflective surfaces 
(such as aluminium) typically require the use of shorter wavelength beams in order to ensure 
sufficient coupling of laser radiation into the surface of the material [29]. 
In the case of pulsed lasers typically applied at micro-scales, pulse duration times are 
generally lower than the thermal response time of the substrate, thus a steady state is never 
achieved. This limits heating to within a thin layer on the substrate surface. Conversely, 
continuous wave (CW) lasers used primarily in macro-scale applications result in conduction 
limited heating of the substrate, with the lateral and axial heat flux governed by the thermal 
properties of the substrate. 
If the intensity of the beam and the irradiation time are sufficient, solid state phase 
transformations may occur, altering the microstructure of the substrate. Thermal properties 
which are of key importance in the LF process (see Section 1.2) such as thermal conductivity, 
density and thermal expansion coefficient are affected by the crystal structure of the metal 
lattice [30]. As such, the temperature dependence of material properties is a key consideration 
in modelling of the laser heating process. Upon further heating a thin layer on the substrate 
surface can become molten. This introduces solid to liquid phase change into what previously 
would have been a simple heat transfer process. Such phase transformations are associated 
with variation in energy per unit mass (enthalpy) with temperature according to the laws of 
thermodynamics.  
If the intensity of the beam is sufficient, vaporization can occur. This process can be 
accelerated by the presence of a laser induced plasma just above the surface as it has the 
effect of enhancing the coupling efficiency of laser radiation. This avalanche effect causes the 
liquid to become more volatile due to surface waves, with bubble cavities breaking the 
surface and droplets being ejected. This in turn enhances coupling efficiency through light 
trapping and multiple reflections, with absorption through inverse bremsstrahlung occurring 
if the ejected droplets are vaporized. 
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Mass removal now takes place due to the surface liquid boiling away, accompanied by 
vapour ejection. The shear force of the reaction on the liquid surface also typically has the 
effect of pushing the liquid out sideways away from the beam path due the relatively lower 
surface tension at the hot centre of the melt pool [29]. 
Mathematical modelling of laser heating phenomena can provide a powerful tool for 
furthering an experimentalists understanding and subsequently control of a process. For 
instance, the results obtained from analytical models or numerical simulation can be used to 
predict likely outcomes or improve the efficiency of a process without the need for lengthy 
experimentation [31-33].  
Providing the combination of process parameters used is suitable, LF is a sub-melting laser 
heating process. The atomic vibrations resulting from Fresnel absorption manifest themselves 
in thermal expansion, which can lead to elastic or plastic deformation. The localized nature of 
laser heating ensures that thermal expansion is restricted by the cold bulk of the substrate, 
often leading to compressive forces acting on the irradiated area causing plastic deformation. 
The following section details how, through control of process parameters and component 
geometry, three distinct forming mechanisms of forming can be achieved. 
1.2 Laser Forming Mechanism Overview 
As previously mentioned, through control of process parameters and depending on workpiece 
geometry, either localised plastic compressive strains or elastic-plastic buckling can be 
achieved [34,35]. There are three different mechanisms of laser forming, as depicted in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Desired heating isotherms throughout the workpiece 
thickness for the three principle LF mechanisms. The arrows depict 
the bend direction for edge clamped components. 
The following subsections discuss each mechanism in detail. 
1.2.1 Temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) 
The mechanism most commonly employed in this work is the temperature gradient 
mechanism (TGM), which bends the sheet metal out of plane towards the beam. A steep 
thermal gradient is generated locally along the irradiation path, causing the softer upper 
material to plastically deform. Upon cooling, providing the temperature was raised enough to 
cause sufficient thermal strain, elastic contraction of the previously plastically deformed 
material occurs on this upper surface, yielding a bend angle of 1 to 2o per pass. The temporal 
evolution of the deformation resulting from a single irradiation in straight line LF is 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - Simulated displacement at the edge of the sheet as a 
function of processing time in the TGM (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel 
AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s traverse speed, 
80% absorption). 
In order to establish the required thermal gradient the depth of heating must be relatively 
small compared to the sheet thickness, this being achieved through a suitable combination of 
traverse speed, spot size and laser power.   
During the initial stages of laser heating, purely elastic strains are induced within the 
irradiated area on the upper surface of the component. These elastic strains manifest 
themselves as differential thermal expansion throughout the sheet thickness, causing the sheet 
to bend away from the beam slightly in a stage of the process known as counterbending. The 
magnitude of this counterbend is negligible compared to the resulting bend angle but is 
nevertheless detrimental to the process, as it reduces the proportion of thermal strain that is 
converted into plastic strain and therefore residual deformation. 
Upon further heating the stress induced by thermal strain exceeds the yield strength of the 
material, which has decreased with increasing temperature. Further thermal expansion is 
restricted by the cold surrounding material, resulting in plastic deformation in the heated area. 
This is aided by a reduction in flow stress as a result of increased temperature. 
Under typical TGM conditions, laser heating of an area on the surface of the component 
equivalent to the area of the incident laser beam lasts for approximately 0.2 s, after which the 
traversing beam is moved on and cooling occurs [19]. Cooling of the irradiated area proceeds 
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for the most part by a process of self quenching, in which heat is transferred to the cold 
surrounding material by conduction. Whilst convective and radiative heat transfer to the 
surroundings also contribute to the cooling process, the large temperature gradient between 
the irradiated area and the bulk makes self quenching the predominant mechanism. Therefore, 
material properties such as the thermal diffusivity of the workpiece are important 
considerations when choosing suitable process parameters.  
During cooling, shrinkage occurs in the heated material. Due to plastic compression 
undergone during heating, the surface layer is shorter after cooling to room temperature than 
the bottom layer. This difference in degree of shortening throughout the component thickness 
results in the sheet bending out-of plane towards the beam. 
Cooling of the irradiated area is essential for the establishment of a suitable temperature 
gradient upon subsequent irradiation. Therefore, a rest time between laser passes is necessary, 
with typical rest times in the order of 60 s; substantially longer than the duration of laser 
heating. This difference between the heating and cooling duration is key to the establishment 
of net bending angles towards the beam in the TGM. Localized counterbending as a result of 
thermal expansion during heating is restricted by the high stiffness of the unheated bulk of 
component. However, thermal contraction during cooling occurs comparatively 
simultaneously along the length of the irradiation path due to the relatively long time required 
for the component to cool, with the flow stress of the part reduced due to the elevated 
temperature. This leads to a substantially higher degree of residual bending towards the beam. 
Jamil et al. [36] analysed a typical stress-strain path at the centre-point on the top surface of a 
sheet during a laser scan, depicted in Figure 4. Jamil identified four distinct stages in the 
development of the stress-strain path; pre-heating, heating, post-heating and cooling. During 
pre-heating the beam begins to traverse the workpiece, moving towards the measured point. 
The stress at this stage is tensile due to thermal expansion of the heated region, with the 
maximum tensile stress being reached just prior to the beams arrival at the measured point. 
Upon arrival of the beam at the measurement point the stress rapidly converts to compression 
as thermal expansion is restricted by the cold surrounding material. During the post-heating 
and cooling stages the beam moves on from the measurement point, resulting in a decrease in 
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temperature and therefore a reduction in thermal strain, leaving plastic and residual elastic 
strain. In addition, the compressive stress reduces and becomes tensile.  
 
Figure 4 - Typical stress-strain path during a laser scan with 0→a) 
initial heating and restriction of thermal expansion, a→b) increasing 
temperature and reduction of flow stress, b→2) compressive strain 
development, 2→c) residual plastic strain and 2→3) compressive 
stress reduction to tensile stress [36]. 
Whilst firmly established as the most commonly applied LF technique, the mechanism by 
which the TGM induces deformation is subject to debate. Pirch and Wissenbach [37] noted 
that, for process parameters which satisfy the conditions for the TGM (that is, the 
establishment of a steep thermal gradient throughout the thickness of the sheet) there exists a 
critical number of irradiations, after which no further deformation occurs. It was proposed 
that, by irradiating the bottom surface after this critical irradiation number was reached, that 
bend angles of up to 180o were possible, as demonstrated numerically. However, this is in 
strict contrast with experimental observations [38,39]. One potential explanation for this 
discrepancy is the nature of the boundary conditions used in the numerical simulations 
conducted by Pirch, which do not take into account the elliptical nature of the beam incident 
on non-uniform surfaces such as those used in the pre-bended sheet investigations. Therefore, 
it is likely that the further bending incrementing towards 180o simulated was as a result of 
elastic-plastic buckling (see Section 1.2.2) on the reverse side of the sheet.  
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LF using the TGM is typically an incremental process due to the relatively small initial bend 
angles obtained. Whilst the bend angle per pass is fairly constant initially (typically over the 
first 15 to 20 passes) there is a fall off in the angle of bending achieved with successive 
irradiations after this. The effect of process parameters, material properties and workpiece 
geometry on the variation in bend angle per pass in straight line forming of flat sheets is a 
focus of the experimental and numerical work detailed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
1.2.2 Buckling mechanism (BM) 
Large beam diameters relative to workpiece thicknesses coupled with low traverse speeds 
typically result in elastic-plastic buckling, which can cause deformation towards or away 
from the beam [40,41]. 
The process parameters ensure that, during heating, there is as small a temperature gradient 
throughout the thickness of the sheet as possible, resulting in near homogeneous thermal 
expansion in the irradiated area. This produces in-plane thermal strain (εth) in x or y on both 
the top and bottom surfaces, as expressed by: 
Tthth Δ= αε  (1) 
where αth is the thermal expansion co-efficient and ΔT is change in temperature. 
Theoretically, the value for εth on the irradiated surface should always be greater than on the 
bottom surface due to the inability to establish an entirely uniform temperature gradient in 
LF. However, in practice an instability (or ‘buckle’) typically forms across the workpiece as a 
result of the near homogeneous thermal expansion in the irradiated area. The direction of this 
instablility can be influenced by external factors, such as plastic pre-bending or applied 
elastic force. In the absence of such an external factor the direction of the buckle can also be 
influenced by residual stresses in the substrate. 
The reduction in flow stress which accompanies the temperature rise ensures that any 
deformation in the irradiation zone is predominantly plastic, whereas deformation away from 
the laser beam resulting from buckle formation is elastic. The thermally induced buckle is 
subsequently traversed over the remainder of the workpiece, the direction of deformation 
now determined by the existing buckle. 
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As previously stated the bend direction is dependent on residual stresses in the component or 
externally applied stress. Such external force could be applied in the form of a gas jet but 
more often takes the form of mechanical pressure or restriction. 
Alternatively, a slight pre-bend in the desired direction can be employed to make the forming 
process by buckling more predictable. This can be achieved through mechanical force or 
indeed a single pass of the laser using TGM process parameters. 
1.2.3 Upsetting mechanism (UM) 
The UM is a mechanism of in-plane shortening in which BM process parameters are applied 
to a workpiece geometry that restricts out of plane bending [1].  
Ideally, homogeneous heating is applied throughout the thickness of the workpiece. Thermal 
expansion in the irradiated area occurs as a result of this heating, reducing the flow stress of 
the material. As in the TGM and BM, this thermal expansion is restricted by the cold 
surrounding material and, providing the thermal strain induced is sufficiently high, this 
causes compressive stresses to develop, resulting in in-plane shortening of the workpiece. 
As encountered in the BM, it is not possible in practice to achieve an entirely uniform 
temperature throughout the thickness of the sheet. Therefore, this slight temperature gradient 
manifests itself as a difference in thermal expansion, and subsequently shrinkage upon 
cooling. Unlike in the BM, buckle formation is prevented due to a relatively larger moment of 
inertia in the workpiece, leading to deformation towards the beam. 
This slight bend towards the beam can be reduced by tailoring the process parameters to 
diminish the temperature gradient induced, typically through reduction of the traverse speed 
of the beam. Shi et al. [42] proposed a heating method in which both the top and bottom 
surfaces are irradiated simultaneously, reducing the dependence of temperature gradient on 
traverse speed as well as the out of plane deformation observed, allowing for higher 
throughput times.  
1.2.4 Effect of process parameters 
As discussed in the previous subsections, the selection of process parameters for a given 
workpiece geometry has a controlling effect on the mechanism by which deformation occurs 
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in the LF process. The process parameters, along with geometry requirements and bend 








TGM High Small High Thin Out of plane towards beam 
BM Low Large Low Thin Out of plane either 
direction 
UM Low Large Low Thick In-plane shortening 
Table 1 - LF mechanism process characteristics. 
As highlighted in Table 1, laser power, traverse speed and spot size are the three main 
process parameters in LF when using CW laser sources. For pulsed laser sources, such as 
those commonly used in micro-scale laser forming (see Chapter 3), pulse duration and 
repetition rate also play an important role.  
Whilst the information in Table 1 is useful as a general rule, it is important to quantitatively 
establish which mechanism dominates for a given combination process parameters and 
workpiece geometry. The Fourier number, Equation (2), is a useful quantitative indication of 





dF thα=  (2) 
where d0 is the beam diameter, v0 is the traverse speed and s0 is the sheet thickness. The 
Fourier number can be used to characterize the nature of heat conduction for a given laser-
material interaction time, equal to the beam diameter divided by the traverse speed (d0/v0). 
For thin section sheets, low Fourier numbers suggest that the TGM will be the predominant 
mechanism, with the BM and UM operating at higher Fourier numbers. Typically, Fourier 
numbers of less than 1 correspond to TGM parameters [13], although much higher values 
have been shown to result in bending towards the beam in practice.  
Li et al. [44] conducted an experimental investigation into the effect of the Fourier number on 
the direction of bending for 80 x 80 x 0.89 mm AISI 1010 steel sheet. The Fourier number 
was varied between 6.25 and 7.75 by adjusting the focal spot size of the incident beam 
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independently of all other process parameters. Between Fourier numbers of 6.25 and 6.6 the 
TGM mechanism dominated due to the steep thermal gradient induced throughout the sheet 
thickness, as indicated by out of plane bending towards the beam. However, for Fourier 
number values between 6.6 and 6.8, Li identified a critical region in which neither the TGM 
or BM dominated; the bend direction fluctuated between towards and away from the beam. 
At higher Fourier values the bend direction was always away from the beam. 
The Fourier number correctly identifies laser power, traverse speed, beam diameter, and sheet 
thickness as key factors influencing the mechanism by which deformation in LF occurs 
whilst also taking into account the thermal diffusivity (αth) of the substrate. Shi et al. [45] 
identified the critical conditions under which the BM is the dominant mechanism for thin 



















⎛ −     (3) 
where P is the power, s0 is the sheet thickness, d0 is the beam diameter, v0 is the traverse 
speed, k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density, Cp is the specific heat capacity and A is 
the absorption co-efficient. 
1.3 Metallurgy of Steels during Laser Forming 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the generation of heat as a result of the application of laser 
radiation is the most significant aspect of the majority of laser based processes. It is therefore 
important to be cognisant of the effect of the induced thermal cycle on the metallurgical 
properties of the component during processing. 
Applications such as laser surface hardening (LSH) [46] use the selective nature of laser 
heating to induce metallurgical change in components to improve wear resistance and 
corrosion properties in specific areas where it is needed. 
Metallurgical considerations are important in the LF process due to the high cooling rates 
encountered in the TGM and the relatively long amount of time at elevated temperatures 
associated with the BM and UM.  
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The stable forms of iron in iron-carbon alloys at room temperature are ferrite (αfe) or the 
metastable intermediate compound iron-carbide, known as cementite (Fe3C). Ferrite has a 
body centred cubic (BCC) crystal structure (see Figure 5). For pure iron, upon heating to 
above 1185 K αfe fully transforms to face centred cubic (FCC) austenite, or γ-iron. Further 
heating to above 1665 K results in the austenite transforming to BCC δ-iron, before melting 
occurs at 1810 K. 
 
Figure 5 – Space filling models for BCC (αfe and δ-iron) and FCC (γ-
iron) crystal structures [46]. 
The microstructural composition at elevated temperatures is also dictated by the carbon 
concentration in the alloy, the addition of which to ferritic iron has a significant strengthening 
effect on the material. Carbon in iron is an interstitial alloying constituent with varying 
degrees of solubility in the various phases. Due to the shape and size of the interstitial sites in 
BCC and FCC crystal structures, the maximum solubility of carbon in austenite (2.14 wt%) is 
approximately 100 times greater than in ferrite (0.022 wt%).  
Whilst iron-carbon equilibrium diagrams are suitable for predicting phase composition on the 
basis of temperature for isothermal conditions, during non-isothermal laser heating the time 
dependent kinetics of the phase transformations must be considered. The following 
subsections detail the key phase transformations associated with the LF process in mild 
steels; ferrite to austenite during laser heating and subsequent austenite to martensite during 
rapid cooling. 
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1.3.1 Kinetics of austenite formation 
Whilst the iron-carbon equilibrium phase diagram describes the temperature dependence of 
crystal structure in steels, given the short heating times associated with the LF process, it is 
necessary to consider the time dependence or rate such transformations.  
The ferrite to austenite (αfe→γ) transformation involves the nucleation of γ phase from the αfe 
matrix and growth of the γ phase by diffusion. Austenite nucleates on ferrite grain boundaries 
and grows rapidly into the parent phase. This solid-state transformation behaves kinetically, 
with the volume fraction f of austenite as a function of time t described by the Johnson-Mehl-
Avrami (JMA) equation; an equation which can be used to describe the kinetics of 
transformations involving nucleation and growth [47-51]. At constant temperature, the JMA 
equation can be expressed as: 
n
fe tTkf ))((exp1 −==−α  (4) 
where n the JMA time exponent, a non temperature dependant constant whose value is 
determined by the nucleation and growth mechanism. The equation describes three different 
processes that occur during the transformation; nucleation, growth and the impingement of 
the grains of the new phase. The term k(T) is the temperature dependant rate constant for 
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where Q is the activation energy of the αfe→γ transformation involving both the nucleation 
and growth processes of the γ  phase and R is the universal gas constant. Therefore, 
temperature has a significant influence on the nucleation and growth rate of the γ phase and 
constitutes an important metallurgical consideration during the LF process in which short 
heating times and high peak temperatures are typical. Although the growth process is 
diffusion controlled as both ferrite and austenite are of the same element, the diffusion rates 
are very fast as the diffusion distances are very short (less than one lattice spacing in the case 
of pure iron). 
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1.3.2 Martensitic transformation on cooling 
Martensite is a non-equilibrium phase in steels and as such does not appear on the iron-
carbon equilibrium phase diagram. When cooling following austenitization in the heat 
treatment of steels, providing the cooling rate is sufficiently low, transformation of austenite 
to ferrite occurs due to the instability of austenite at room temperature. 
Martensite formation occurs when austenitized iron-carbon alloys are rapidly cooled (or 
‘quenched’) at high cooling rates (CR). A diffusionless shear displacement of iron atoms in 
the FCC austenite lattice occurs as a result of this rapid temperature change, trapping any 
carbon present in the interstitial sites due to insufficient time for diffusion to take place [52]. 
The result is a supersaturated solution of carbon in iron with a body centred tetragonal (BCT) 
crystal structure, similar to BCC ferrite although with one elongated (or ‘distorted’) 
dimension [53]. The amount of distortion is dependent on the carbon content of the structure. 
Martensitic transformation initiates when cooling reaches the martensite start temperature 
(Ms). The Ms temperature is dictated by the relative abundance of alloying elements which 
can enter into solid solution in austenite, according to Equation (6).  
)(%5.7)(%1.12)(%7.17)(%4.30)(%423539)( MoCrNiMnCCM os −−−−−=  (6) 
A progressively larger volume fraction of austenite is transformed to martensite until the 
martensite finish (Mf) temperature is reached and the transformation is complete. At this 
temperature all austenite should have transformed to martensite. However, a small volume 
fraction of austenite is often not transformed and is referred to as retained austenite. The 
volume fraction of retained austenite in quenched steels typically increases with increasing 
relative abundance of alloying elements as the Mf temperature is reduced, sometimes to below 
room temperature. 
For martensite to form, rapid cooling is required so that the metastable austenite phase 
reaches the Ms temperature and higher temperature transformations, such as the austenite to 
ferrite and pearlite transformation, are suppressed. The threshold or critical cooling rate 
(CCR) which is required for martensite formation is dependent on the relative abundance of 
alloying elements and can be determined from continuous cooling transformation (CCT) 
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diagrams for a given steel [54]. Using CCT diagrams, the final microstructural composition 
of steel for a given cooling rate can be predicted. Depending upon where the superimposed 
cooling rate intersects the curves, which represent the various phases, predicts the resulting 
microstructure. For only martensite to form, the superimposed cooling rate should not 
intersect any of the curves prior to reaching the Ms temperature. It should be noted that 
martensite can co-exist with other microstructures. 
Martensitic steels typically exhibit high hardness and tensile strengths. However, they are 
also brittle, exhibiting negligible ductility. Due to the higher density of austenite compared to 
martensite there is a net volume increase upon martensitic transformation in steels. This 
phenomena has been exploited in the LSH technique to improve the fatigue properties of 
components by selectively inducing martensitic transformation on the surface. The 
aforementioned volume expansion associated with the transformation leads to the 
development of compressive stresses on the surface of the component. As fatigue cracks are 
often initiated by surface tensile stresses, such stresses must be sufficient to overcome this 
residual compressive stress prior to crack formation and propagation [13]. However, during 
the LF process martensitic transformation is highly undesirable due to its detrimental impact 
on the ductility of the component. As such, the induced thermal cycle forms an important 
consideration when selecting appropriate process parameters in LF. 
1.3.3 Diffusivity of carbon and Fick’s second law 
Carbon exhibits rapid diffusivity in iron due to its relatively small size when compared to 
other alloying elements in steel, a phenomena that has exploited by metallurgists to increase 
the hardness of steels in a process called carburizing [55]. During carburization, steels are 
typically heated in a furnace with a carbon rich atmosphere, such as in the presence of CO, to 
within their austenitic range (approximately 1300 K). This results in a carbon concentration 
gradient in the steel, facilitating solid-state diffusion of carbon into the surface. Upon 
appropriate heat treatment, such high carbon surfaces can be made to exhibit greater strength 
and wear resistance relative to the bulk of the component. 
The use of lasers in the carburizing process is well established [56,57]. The most common of 
the laser carburizing techniques is laser surface alloying, in which the surface of a component 
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is selectively melted in the presence of a carbon source such as graphite. Laser carburizing 
can also proceed by solid-state diffusion of carbon into austenite in the steel surface. This is 
of particular relevance to the laser forming process because, as detailed in Section 4.2.3, 
absorptive coatings are often required as a means of increasing the coupling efficiency of 
laser radiation into the substrate. The coating most commonly used is graphite in the form of 
a spray, due to the ease at which it can be removed after processing and the high coupling 
efficiencies that can be achieved (approximately 80% for wavelengths of 10.6 μm). During 
laser heating carbon from this absorptive coating can diffuse into the component surface, 
thereby increasing the hardness. As such, the thermal cycle induced by the laser on the 
surface of the component is an important consideration regarding solid-state diffusion of 
carbon during the LF process. The relationship between time at elevated temperature t and 
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where C is the concentration of carbon and D is the temperature dependent diffusion co-
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where D0 is the proportionality constant (m2/s), Q is the activation energy of diffusion 
(J/mol), T is the temperature (K) and R is the universal gas constant (8.3 J/mol/K) where D0 
and Q are phase dependent. 
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Chapter 2 
STATE OF THE ART IN MODELLING OF LASER 
FORMING 
Extensive work has been conducted on modelling the LF process. Initially, analytical models 
were developed, the aim of which was to assess the suitability of various combinations of 
process parameters and give a reasonable estimate of the bend angle. With the increasing 
processing power of computers, ever more accurate numerical models of the LF process have 
been developed which have allowed the user to assess the applicability of process parameters 
and scan strategies in conjunction with complex, realistic geometries. 
Shen [59] summarized the development of LF modelling since its origins in the 1980s, as 
shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 - Development of LF modelling [59]. 
Empirical models, such as those proposed by Cheng et al. [60,61], are supervised neural 
networks based on genetic algorithms; optimization techniques which utilize probabilistic 
transition rules. Input parameters such as spot diameter, traverse speed, power, and geometry 
can be optimized for a specific application using empirically obtained data from previous 
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experiments in an iterative heuristic approach. However, for the purposes of this investigation 
the focus will be on explicit simulation of the process. 
The following subsections detail the state of the art in both analytical and numerical 
modelling of the LF process relevant to this thesis. 
2.1 Analytical Modelling 
Vollertsen [62] proposed an analytical or ‘trivial’ model of the TGM in which a slice through 
the section of a substrate is considered. This section comprises two layers; an upper layer 
heated by laser and a bottom layer, which remains at room temperature. Firstly, the 





ρ=Δ  (9) 
where A is the absorption co-efficient, P is the laser power, ρ is the density, v0 is the traverse 
speed, s0 is the sheet thickness, l is the initial length of the heated zone and Cp is the specific 
heat capacity. The heat flux is then used to calculate the change in length (Δl) as a result of 








αα =Δ=Δ  (10) 
where αth is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Assuming that all thermal expansion results 
in plastic compression this can then be translated into a net bending angle (αB) for small 
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Therefore, the solution for the bend angle (αB) in the TGM according to the two-layer model 
can be calculated by assuming that the new lengths pivot about the centreline of their 
respective cross sections and is described by Equation (12).  
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The two-layer model is depicted in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 – Graphical illustration of the trivial model [62]. 
A number of assumptions are made in the trivial model, the most striking of which are the 
step profile of the temperature distribution throughout the thickness of the sheet and the non-
dependence of the net bending angle on the forces and moments during cooling of the sheet. 
Additionally, all linear expansion results in plastic deformation, which would not be the case 
in reality. As a result of the latter, the bend angle is typically over-estimated. 
In order to address this overestimation, Yau [63] proposed a modified version of the trivial 
model in which the counterbend during laser heating is accounted for, therefore assuming that 
a portion of the thermal expansion is used for elastic deformation. This was achieved by 
using two analytical solutions; one for the counter-bending angle and one for the bend angle 
at the end of the cooling cycle. For the latter, the dependence of bend angle on the Young’s 
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modulus (E) and yield strength (σys) of the substrate were considered. The equation for the net 















αα −=  (13) 
where l is the half length of the heated zone. Another solution to the overestimation of bend 
angle in the trivial model proposed by Liu et al. [64] simply involved the introduction of a 
correction factor (η) to the laser power (ηP) to account for heat losses to the surroundings and 
elastic deformation during counterbending. 
As previously mentioned, a key assumption in the trivial model is a non-dependence of 
bending angle on forces and moments during cooling of the sheet. Also, the heated layer is 
arbitrarily considered to be half the sheet thickness, thereby not allowing for consideration of 
thermal conductivity. To address these assumptions, Vollertsen proposed the two-layer 
model; another geometrically based model for prediction of the bend angle in TGM 
dominated LF processes, also comprising a heated and non-heated layer [35]. 
 
Figure 8 - Graphical illustration of the two-layer model [63]. 
In this model, the bend angle is defined geometrically by the difference in strains between a 
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F −=ε  (16) 
where F is the bending force, E is the Young’s modulus, A is the section area, M is the 
bending moment and I is the second moment of area. There is no thermal expansion term in 
Equation (16) as it is assumed that the lower layer remains un-heated. A further assumption is 
that all thermal expansion results in plastic deformation, as was the case for the trivial model. 
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By combining Equations (16) and (17) for the local strains of the top and bottom layers an 







−Δ= αα  (18) 
This expression, however, contains three unknown parameters; the temperature gradient (ΔT), 
length of the heated layer (l1) and thickness of the heated layer (s1). As shown in Equation 
(9), the temperature rise in the heated layer is dependent upon the sheet thickness and length 
of the heated layer. Thus, by using an energy approach, these parameters can be calculated 
simultaneously. It is arbitrarily assumed that the thickness of the heated layer is half the sheet 
thickness. This allows for the formulation of an expression for bending angle using only 
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More recently, Shen [65] developed a model which utilized an analytical solution to the heat 
equation (see Section 4.2.1 for more detail on the heat equation) to calculate more realistic 
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where z is the distance from the irradiated surface and n is the current time step number. The 
model proceeds in a iterative fashion, with the results for the temperature gradient throughout 
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where ETISO is the tangent modulus of plastic deformation and σmax is the maximum stress in 
the loading history. EL, PL and UL refer to elastic loading, plastic loading and unloading, 
with the latter also applicable to reloading. It should be noted that this model neglects work 
hardening and creep effects. Both the Young’s modulus and plastic deformation modulus are 
temperature dependent and defined by a bi-linear approximation of a stress/strain curve (see 
Section 4.1.2.2).  
A key advantage of Shens model is its ability to predict the mechanism of deformation for a 
given combination of process parameters, as the characteristic depth of plastic compression is 
predicted. The model showed good agreement with existing experimental data for single pass 
LF for both TGM and BM process parameter regimes. 
Shi et al. [66] proposed an analytical model of the TGM based on the temperature 
distribution throughout the thickness of a thin metallic sheet. The workpiece of length L is 
divided into three sections; a heated zone (zone 1) and two normal temperature zones (zones 
2 and 3) either side of it, with deformation in zone 1 depicted in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 - Schematic diagram of angular deformation in the heated 
region with sheet thickness (h) and bend angle (αB) [66]. 
During laser heating, differential thermal expansion as a result of a steep laser induced 
thermal gradient results in non uniform thermal expansion. Due to the constraint of thermal 
expansion in zone 1 as a result of the unheated zones either side of it, the total thermal 
expansion (ΔLT) consists of both plastic and elastic components: 
EPT LLL Δ+Δ=Δ  (22) 
where ΔLE and ΔLP are the elastic and plastic deformations respectively. The elastic 
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Where σys is the yield strength, de is the width of the deformation zone and E is the Young’s 
modulus. Due to the difficulty in implementing temperature dependent material properties in 
analytical models, the ratio of yield strength to Young’s modulus over a temperature range of 
20 to 600 oC was averaged to 1.727x10-3. From Figure 9, the bend angle can be determined 
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where ΔLP1 and ΔLP2 are the transverse plastic shrinkages on the top surface and bottom 
surface respectively. Strictly speaking, when operating under TGM conditions no plastic 
compressive deformation should occur on the bottom surface. Therefore in such cases the 
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It was claimed that the results from a parametric study conducted using both the analytical 
model and an experimentally validated FE numerical model showed approximate agreement. 
With the advent of ever more powerful computers, research activity involving analytical 
modelling has decreased drastically in favour of more complex numerical modelling. It is 
worth noting, however, that analytical solutions continue to be used in conjunction with 
numerical simulations, using readily available post-processing data to model peripheral 
phenomena that do not require coupling into the thermal or mechanical aspects of the 
simulations (a good example of which is metallurgical aspects of the LF process, see Section 
4.3). 
2.2 Numerical Modelling 
One of the key challenges in modelling the LF process is the complex interrelation of the 
various process parameters and the geometry. In addition, the two distinct physical 
phenomena of heat transfer and structural mechanics must be effectively coupled. These 
considerations necessitate a more holistic approach, the complexity of which requires the use 
of numerical methods to implement.  
In simulation of the LF process, numerical methods (see Chapter 4) offer the potential to 
model multiple irradiations over long simulation times for complex, realistic geometries 
which also incorporate variable material properties that are pressure or temperature 
dependent. 
Due to the necessity of coupling heat transfer and structural mechanics, and the desire to use 
realistic geometries, FE has become the predominant method for simulation of the LF 
process. The FE method is a numerical technique for solving PDEs which has found 
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widespread use in the simulation of physical phenomena, aided by ever greater computer 
processing power [67], as discussed in Section 4.1.  
2.2.1 Early numerical models 
In 1996, Zhong and Shichun [68] made specific mention of the complicated nature of the 
coupling between the thermal and mechanical aspects of the LF process, surmising that, 
given the relatively small fluctuation in strain, the temperature field could be calculated 
independently, neglecting the effect of thermal stresses. 
The FE method was used to simulate the three-dimensional temperature field in steel as a 
result of heating with a Gaussian intensity distributed heat source over a range of process 
parameter combinations. The effect of process parameters on the thermal gradient between 
the top and bottom surface was investigated and proposed as a means of selecting suitable 
process parameters for the TGM. 
The results of the simulations were validated against results from literature calculated using 
the finite difference numerical method and found to be in good agreement. A follow up 
publication by the same authors [69] coupled the mechanical aspects of the process to the 
aforementioned thermal simulation, using the model to simulate the displacement field and 
magnitude of stress field variation during LF. 
Zhang et al. [70,71] used Zhong’s thermal-mechanical model to analyse the transient 
temperature and displacement fields during curve bending of 80 x 50 x 0.8 mm Ti6Al4V sheet 
metal. The curve was described by B-spline interpolation as a Bezier curve, as depicted in 
Figure 10. 
Zhang identified laser power, traverse speed and spot diameter as key parameters affecting 
the temperature field during laser heating and conducted a limited parametric study to 
investigate the magnitude of influence each had on the peak temperature simulated. Given 
that the desired forming mechanism was the TGM, the effect on simulated temperature 
gradient at the centre of the irradiation path was also monitored.   
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Figure 10 - Temperature distribution after laser curve bending 
simulation [71]. 
Kyrsanidi [72] also mentions the complexity of thermal-mechanical coupling in modelling of 
the LF process and suggests this as the reason for the process specific nature of analytical 
approximations for the net bending angle. This process specific nature restricts the use of 
analytical models in parametric studies required for the rationalisation of empirical 
observations. 
A full thermal-mechanical simulation of the LF process was developed in ANSYS, 
implementing a Gaussian distributed heat source. As in this investigation, a bi-linear curve 
approximating a stress strain curve was used to dictate the relationship between stress and 
strain. The results of the limited parametric study conducted showed good correlation with 
the numerically simulated deformation. 
2.2.2 Multiple scan numerical models 
Hu et al. [73] developed a linearly coupled thermal-mechanical FE simulation of the LF 
process in ANSYS, notable for being one of the earliest published instances of multi-scan 
simulation of the process. A flow chart of the simulation is shown in Figure 11. The 12000 
element model consisted of a uniform mesh distribution, Gaussian distributed heat source and 
incorporated full temperature dependent material properties as sourced from literature.  
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Figure 11 - Flow chart of the FE simulation [73]. 
As part of a wider investigation into the capabilities of numerical modelling to predict the 
transient stress and strain fields during LF, the effect of 20 sequential irradiations was 
simulated for 50 x 100 x 1.5 mm AISI 304 and aluminium sheet, with results showing good 
agreement with analogous experimentation. 
The same model was utilized in a follow up publication by the same authors to simulate the 
transition between TGM and BM operating conditions, as shown in Figure 12. Whilst 
keeping both the traverse speed and spot size of the beam constant at 10 mm/s and 2 mm, the 
power was increased from 250 to 300 W. This increase in power corresponded to a decrease 
in the thermal gradient, sufficient enough for buckling to become the dominant mechanism of 
deformation; causing the sheet to bend away from the beam. 
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Figure 12 - Experimental and numerical relationship between scan 
number and bend angle [73]. 
Cheng et al. [74] also developed a numerical simulation of multiple pass LF in order to 
ascertain the magnitude of influence that microstructural transformation has on flow stress 
during LF, as detailed in Section 2.2.3. 
The effect of multiple simultaneous as opposed to sequential irradiations was investigated 
numerically by Shen et al. [75]. A linearly coupled thermal-mechanical FE simulation of the 
LF process was developed in ANSYS and applied to the forming of 40 x 40 x 4 mm steel 
sheet. Only the thermal expansion co-efficient, Young’s modulus and yield strength were 
considered temperature dependent. 
It was found that, providing the scans were conducted at an optimal distance apart, a greater 
degree of out-of plane deformation could be attained when using simultaneous scans in 
conjunction with TGM process parameters. When the scans were too close to one another, 
however, the temperature fields induced by each beam interfered with one another, adversely 
affecting the temperature gradient achievable and therefore reducing the amount of 
deformation. 
Along with intensive memory usage, one of the key challenges in the numerical modelling of 
multi-scan LF is simulation time and effective use of computational power. Pitz et al. [76-78] 
noted the long computational times associated with the simulation of large plate three-
dimensional laser forming. A ‘moving mesh’ was proposed, in which the high mesh density 
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required in area of interest is roughly the size of the beam and is moved synchronously with it 
during the simulation. The substrate was a 100 x 100 x 2 mm aluminium plate, with only 
inward heat flux from the laser source and conduction within the plate considered in the 
simulation (that is, convection and radiation were neglected). 
Experimentally determined initial bend angle and temporal temperature profiles were used to 
validate the simulation results, showing reasonable agreement. The focus of the paper was on 
reducing the computational time, rather than the effect of the various spatial discritization 
techniques on the accuracy of the results, with reductions of up to 28% being achieved. 
2.2.3 Modelling of metallurgy during laser forming 
Accurate modelling of the metallurgy of a component during transient thermal cycles in LF 
has the potential to give the experimentalist a better idea of the suitability of either the 
process parameter combinations used or the LF process itself for the shaping of specific 
components. Whilst process parameters can be chosen which avoid excessive heating, 
undesirable microstructural transformations may result from a combination of peak 
temperature, time at peak temperature and subsequent cooling rate (e.g. martensitic 
transformation upon cooling). Such microstructures could adversely affect the ductility of the 
substrate during LF by increasing the flow stress, making it more difficult to deform [19,74]. 
Fan et al. [79] investigated the effect of phase transformations on the mechanical behaviour 
of 80 x 40 x 0.89 mm AISI 1010 steel components during the single pass laser forming 
process. Two process parameters sets were used as part of the investigation; 400 W average 
power and 25 mm/s traverse speed as well as 800 W average power and 50 mm/s traverse 
speed. It should be noted that both parameters sets had the same line energy (LE = P/v0). The 
investigation focussed on analytical modelling of the potential for martensite formation as a 
result of the high cooling rates associated with the LF process. Therefore, the key phase 
transformations considered were the ferrite to austenite (αfe→γ) transformation during laser 
heating and the diffusionless displacive austenite to martensite transformation on cooling. 
The αfe→γ transformation involves the nucleation of γ phase from the αfe matrix and growth 
of the γ phase by diffusion. As discussed in Section 1.3.1, this type of phase transformation 
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can be modelled using the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA) equation. Fan et al. employed a 
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where f is the volume fraction of austenite and k is the rate factor, related to both nucleation 
and growth and calculated by the Arrhenius equation. The JMA time exponent n is a 
temperature independent constant whose value is determined by the nucleation and growth 
mechanism. The modified JMA equation was used to predict the volume fraction of γ 
transformed during laser heating, utilizing time and temperature data obtained from a three-
dimensional thermal model of the LF process, modelled using the FE software package 
ABAQUS. 
 
Figure 13 – Predicted volume fraction of transformed austenite with 
increasing proximity to the surface along the irradiation path 
(80x40x0.89 mm AISI 1010 mild steel) [79]. 
The decomposition of transformed austenite to martensite during cooling was predicted using 
Bhadeshia’s phase transformation model [80]. Initially applied to modelling of the welding 
process, Bhadeshia’s model could be used to quantitatively describe the composition of the 
HAZ in terms of volume fractions of ferrite, pearlite, bainite and martensite. Due to the high 
cooling rates associated with the LF process, martensite was considered to be the dominant 
phase after processing. The volume fraction of martensite Vα’ was calculated by: 
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where Vparent is the volume fraction of the parent phase and Ms is the martensite start 
temperature. The calculated martensite distribution after single pass laser forming is shown in 
Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 - Predicted volume fraction of martensite after cooling in 
the half cross-section of the HAZ at the centre of the component 
(80x40x0.89 mm AISI 1010 mild steel) [80]. 
The calculated phase distribution after processing was validated by experimental observations 
using scanning electron microscopy. Near the surface of the component, martensite was the 
predominant phase. With increasing distance from the surface a mixture of martensite and 
ferrite was observed. Towards the bottom of the HAZ the main phase was ferrite. The work 
revealed a high propensity for martensite formation in LF for the parameters used, attributed 
to the peak temperature reached and high cooling rates simulated.  
Cheng et al. [74] used a thermal-mechanical FE simulation of the LF process, also modelled 
using ABAQUS and directly coupled to the JMA equation to ascertain the magnitude of 
influence microstructural transformation has on flow stress during LF. As in the work by Fan 
et al. two process parameters sets were used as part of the investigation; 400 W average 
power and 25 mm/s traverse speed as well as 800 W average power and 50 mm/s traverse 
speed. FE simulations of multiple scan LF were conducted both with and without considering 
the effect of phase transformation on flow stress and validated against empirical results, as 
shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Comparison of numerical bending angle history with and 
without microstructure consideration (MS) with experimental 
measurements in multi-scan laser forming  (80x80x0.89 mm AISI 
1010 mild steel) [74].  
It was found that there was a better agreement between numerical and experimental results 
when the FE simulations considered the effect of microstructural change on the flow stress of 
the substrate. This was attributed to an underestimation of the flow stress for the model 
without microstructure consideration, and thus an overestimation of the bend angle. It was 
concluded that the dominant effect of microstructural change during LF was hardening for 
the process parameters investigated and thus an increase in flow stress. This was consistent 
with experimental and numerical observations regarding the yield stress of the material, 
which was found to increase as a result of grain refinement and phase transformation.  
It was also observed that the discrepancy between the numerical predictions for bend angle 
shown in Figure 15 was larger for 800 W average power and 50 mm/s traverse than for 400 
W average power and 25 mm/s traverse speed. This was attributed to the higher peak 
temperature and cooling rate simulated for the former parameter set, resulting in a larger 
predicted volume fraction of martensite, increasing the hardening effect and therefore the 
flow stress. 
2.2.4 Laser tube bending 
Hao [81] developed a thermal-mechanical FE model in ADINA of the LF of circular section 
mild steel tubes, 100 mm in length with an outer diameter of 20 mm and a wall thickness of 1 
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mm. Process parameters were chosen which induced in plane shortening on a portion of the 
outer surface of the tube, resulting in an axial bend towards the beam. Fluctuations in stress 
and strain in the axial direction were simulated and used to rationalize an experimental 
hypothesis that selective in plane-shrinkage caused the tube to bend due to differences in 
length between the top and bottom surface, not too far removed from the principle of the 
TGM. It was concluded that thermal expansion in the irradiated area during laser heating was 
constrained by the bulk of the substrate causing it to convert to plastic compressive strain, 
thereby causing in-plane shortening on the top surface of the tube and producing out-of-plane 
bending towards the beam. 
Hsieh [82] used FE models to investigate the axial bending of circular section AISI 304 
stainless steel tubes, 100 mm in length with an outer diameter of 8 mm and a wall thickness 
of 0.5 mm. A linearly coupled thermal-mechanical FE simulation was developed in 
ABAQUS, employing a Gaussian intensity distributed beam and full range of temperature 
dependent properties with the exception of Poisson’s ratio, which was kept constant at 0.3. 
Experimental validation was conducted using a CW CO2 laser operating at 100 to 200 W. 
The transient deformation was monitored using a laser based displacement analysis 
technique. The single-scan strategy employed was circumferential at the centre of the tube. 
Whilst numerical results were in good agreement with experimentally determined 
displacements, residual displacement was only achieved in the lateral direction (which was 
undesired). Transient analysis of the axial displacement revealed that the tube did bend 
towards the beam during heating but receded upon cooling due to lateral shrinkage of the 
tube. 
In a follow up publication, Hsieh [83] addressed the issue of non-residual axial displacement 
by applying a pre-load force to the end of the tube, as depicted in Figure 16. The pre-load 
enhanced compressive stresses in the irradiated region during heating, which in turn enhanced 
the thermal shrinkage of this region during cooling and resulted in increased out-of-plane 
deformation towards the beam.  
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Figure 16 – Diagram of the experimental set-up for the laser tube 
forming investigation with pre-loading [83]. 
A similar numerical investigation into the effect of pre-loads had previously been conducted 
by Yanjin [84], in this instance for the LF of flat sheet metals, as depicted in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17 – Schematic diagram of the loading model: (1) laser beam; 
(2) sheet metal; F is the pre-loading; L the length of sheet metal [84]. 
Pre-loads oriented towards the beam were found to reduce the plastic compressive forces 
acting on the bottom surface of the sheet in the irradiated region for TGM process 
parameters. Simulation results suggested that bending in the desired direction (either towards 
or away from the beam) could be achieved for any process parameter regime (that is, TGM, 
UM, BM) providing the direction and magnitude of pre-load force was suitable. 
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In the investigation by Hsieh et al., the pre-load was varied between 100 and 400 N, the 
application of which yielding bend angles of up to 0.11 milliradians. Also monitored was the 
effect of pre-loading on the variation in thickness of the tube around the irradiation path. It 
was found that the variation in thickness was increased under pre-loading, due to the 
conservation in volume attributed with the large bend angles achieved. 
Safdar [85] studied the axial bending of circular section AISI 304L stainless steel tubes, 100 
mm in length with an outer diameter of 14 mm and a wall thickness of 1 mm. Numerical and 
experimental investigations were carried out, with experimentally determined temperature 
and bend angle data used to validate the simulations. 
Axial bending of up to 0.34o was achieved with undesirable lateral bending present in the 
same order of magnitude as in-plane shortening (0.06o, 0.05 mm displacement). Also, the 
effect of scan strategy on bend angle and the asymmetry of the process was investigated, 
which is of particular relevance to the work presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.  
It was found that scanning in alternate directions across the circumference of the tube at its 
half way point reduced the undesired lateral deformation considerably when compared to 
circumferential scanning in the same direction each time. This was attributed to alternating of 
the lateral bending for each scan. Also noted was the increase in bend angle of up to an order 
of magnitude for axial scanning, in which the beam is traversed along the length of the tube. 
2.2.5 Non-conventional intensity distributions 
Invariably, modelling of laser heating is performed using beams with uniformly characteristic 
intensity profiles (Gaussian, top hat, annular, etc). However in reality, under all but the most 
ideal of conditions, a beams intensity profile undergoes aberrations for a variety of reasons. 
These aberrations can result from the atmosphere, plasma effects close to the interaction zone 
and damaged optics. Particularly in the case of propagation aberrations, the beam is not 
stationary but will wander with time. 
Griffiths [86] proposed a method for the implementation of real beam geometries obtained by 
laser beam analysis (LBA) in FE numerical simulations created in COMSOL Multiphysics. 
By converting LBA images into greyscale intensity maps, stationary temporally variant 
beams could be implemented in simulations of laser heating, although traversing beams 
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applied were non-temporally variant. The effect of non-temporally variant traversing beams 
on the laser surface hardening and curing of silver particulate inks for the direct writing of 
conductive tracks was investigated, as depicted in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 – Heating isotherms resulting from application of 
traversing real beam geometry, implemented in an FE simulation of 
the laser heating process [86]. 
In a follow-up publication [87], Griffiths et al. applied traversing temporally variant beams 
obtained by the LBA method to a parametric FE simulation of the LF process. The study 
involved a direct comparison between the application of two temporally variant beams, one 
of which having a defect introduced by an aberration on a reflective optic along the beam 
path. It was found that the introduction of an aberration required an increase in the laser 
power to compensate for the reduced energy density of the beam. 
Jamil [36,88-90] studied the effect of laser beam geometry on the buckling of AISI 304 
stainless steel sheet metal during LF. Various beam geometries were selected, each with 
different axial dimensions, as depicted in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 - Beam geometries used in FE simulations [88]. 
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A full thermal-mechanical model of the LF process was developed in ANSYS, with each 
beam geometry assumed to have a uniform average intensity distribution. A 100 x 50 x 0.9 
mm AISI 304 stainless steel sheet was specified, with temperature dependant material 
properties up to between 1000 and 1500 K. In order to reduce overall simulation times the 
dwell time was five seconds in the numerical model, with the effect of water cooling of the 
substrate between irradiations ‘simulated’ by an excessively high convective heat transfer co-
efficient of 2000 W/m2K. 
The results of the simulation were validated by a limited experimental study, conducted using 
a 1.5 kW diode laser operating at between 808 and 940 nm, with sheet dimensions identical 
to those used in the FE simulations. The beam, fibre delivered to the workpiece, had a 
circular geometry with a multi-mode intensity distribution and diameter of 16 mm, broadly 
analogous to the circular beam geometry depicted in Figure 19 that was used in the 
simulations. The results of this experimental and numerical study are shown in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20 – Simulated and experimental bending angle vs. power for 
the circular laser beam geometry [90]. 
Whilst Figure 20 shows good agreement between the numerical and experimental results for 
bend angle, it is worth noting that there is no mention of whether the substrate was physically 
water cooled between scans, as in the numerical simulations. 
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Chapter 3 
STATE OF THE ART IN MICRO-SCALE LASER FORMING 
Laser micro forming (LμF) is a process for the precision adjustment, shaping or correction of 
distortion in micro-scale metallic components through the application of pulsed laser 
radiation, without the need for permanent dies or tools [9,14,91]. The non-contact nature of 
the process is also useful in accessing specific micro-components within a device which may 
be highly sensitive to mechanical force. As such it has potential for widespread application in 
both the manufacturing and microelectronics industry. 
Vollertsen, in an invited presentation at the 2010 LANE conference in Erlangen, Germany 
[12], summarized the recent advances in micro-scale laser forming, categorizing the various 
different approaches as the following: 
? Non-thermal processes, utilizing nanosecond to femtosecond duration pulses. These 
processes typically involve the laser ablation of an absorptive or confining layer and 
the generation of a shockwave, imparting mechanical stresses in the component 
surface. 
? Thermal processes, analogous to the TGM, UM and BM used in macro-scale laser 
forming applications with appropriately scaled process parameters. 
The following subsections detail the state of the art in both thermal and non-thermal LμF. 
3.1 Non-Thermal Processes 
As previously mentioned, non-thermal LμF processes involve laser ablation of the surface of 
the substrate or an absorptive layer through the use of laser systems with pulses ranging from 
nanoseconds to femtoseconds in duration. A high pressure plasma is created which expands 
rapidly, resulting in the generation of a shockwave which propagates through the substrate. If 
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the pressure of the shockwave creates stresses that exceed the yield strength of the material 
then this will result in permanent plastic deformation. Commonly referred to as laser shock 
micro forming (LSμF), the process has been developed to address the challenges of long 
thermal relaxation times and excessive thermal loading encountered when scaling 
conventional thermal LF techniques down to micro-scales. 
In 2007, Ocana et al. [15] detailed the LSμF of micro-scale components. Bend angles of up to 
3.5o were achieved on 1000 x 300 μm AISI 304 stainless steel actuator style arms with a 
thickness of 50 μm. A pulsed Nd:YVO4 laser operating at 1064 nm wavelength, 10 Hz 
repetition rate and 9 ns pulse length was used in the investigation, with the micro-scale 
deformation measured by confocal microscopy. Water was used as a confining layer, 
restricting the expansion of the laser ablation induced plasma and thereby increasing the 
pressure of the subsequent shockwave.  
The mechanism of deformation was investigated using numerical methods. A one 
dimensional analytical model of the laser generated shockwave was coupled into a 3D FE 
model developed in ABAQUS, which subsequently simulated the shockwave propagation 
throughout the component. 
A follow up publication by Ocana et al. [92] reported an increase in the magnitude of 
deformation when shorter wavelengths were used. In this instance, the 1064nm fundamental 
output wavelength from the Nd:YVO4 laser was frequency tripled to 355 nm, increasing the 
coupling of laser radiation into the substrate and therefore increasing the pressure of the 
subsequent shockwave. 
Bechtold et al. [93] demonstrated the applicability of femtosecond pulsed laser systems in the 
LSμF of micro-scale components. Actuator style arms were fabricated out of copper, stainless 
steel and silicon as these materials are likely candidates for use in MEMS components. The 
dimensions of the components, however, were far from MEMS scales at 6 mm in width and 
0.5 mm thick. 
Out of plane bending away from the beam of up to 0.03o in magnitude was reported using 
800 nm wavelength, 100 fs pulse duration and 1 kHz repetition rate. Consideration was given 
to the surface quality of the irradiated zone after forming as the process involved the ablation 
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of the substrate itself, leaving approximately 60 μm deep craters along the scan path, as 
shown in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 – SEM image of grinding pattern in silicon after 14 
irradiations (25 mm/s, 910 mW) [93]. 
It was observed that the bend angle decreases drastically with decreasing traverse speed. The 
author attributed this to a localized accumulation of heat on the top surface of the component 
as a result of the increased laser interaction time, resulting in thermally induced deformation. 
As this thermal deformation was towards the beam in a TGM style process, it had the effect 
of negating the negative bending achieved by the non-thermal LSμF process, reducing the net 
bending angle. However, no results were presented to support this hypothesis. Specific 
mention was given to the potential for application of sub-10 ps pulse durations in order to 
generate localized heating on the surface of micro-scale components, which is particularly 
pertinent to the contents of Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
Edwards et al. [94] conducted an empirical study into the mechanism of the LSμF in order to 
ascertain the magnitude of influence that thermal aspects of the process had on the amount of 
deformation. Thermocouples were attached to the underside of 30 x 30 x 0.075 mm AISI 
1010 steel coupons, with forming conducted using a Q-switched Nd:YAG operating at 1064 
nm wavelength. A maximum temperature rise of just 10 degrees was measured directly 
beneath the irradiation path during multiple-pass LSμF, suggesting that thermal aspects have 
little or no influence on the process.   
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The LSμF of aluminium sheet was investigated numerically by Hua [95] using the FE 
package ANSYS. Analogous experiments were conducted for validation purposes. An 
Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm with a pulse length of 7 ns was used to form aluminium 
sheet of 0.4 to 1.75 mm thickness with a confining layer of water. Bend angles of up to 3.2o 
were reported, forming the component in a concave or convex manner, with thicker section 
sheets (> 0.9 mm) bending away from the beam. The latter observation was attributed to non-
uniform stress distribution throughout the thickness of the sheet during processing, as 
analyzed by transient simulation. 
Laser induced shockwaves have also been used in micro-scale deep-drawing processes, 
allowing for the forming of smaller features in components when compared to the LSμF 
process. Liu et al. [96] detailed a laser assisted shock embossing process which utilized the 
shockwave generated by the laser induced breakdown of an absorptive layer to emboss a 10 
μm thick foil into a mould. This was used to form micro-fluidic channels in the foil. 
3.2 Thermal Processes 
Hoving et al. [97] at Phillips conducted some of the earliest published work on LμF, 
demonstrating how lasers could be used to thermally induce out-of-plane and in-plane 
adjustments in aluminium and stainless steel components. 
One of the earliest applications of LμF was the precise adjustment of magnetic head sliders in 
hard disk drives, the aim of which was to produce the tightest possible distribution of flying 
heights during manufacturing. A tight distribution would permit the specification of a lower 
mean flying height by reducing the risk of contact between the slider and the disk, thereby 
allowing for ever smaller data bits to be read accurately. 
Tam et al. [98] at IBM developed one of the first commercially adopted applications of LμF 
in laser curvature adjustment technique (LCAT) for the adjustment of magnetic head sliders 
in hard disk drives. The LCAT process involves inducing thermal stresses by scribing line 
patterns into the back of a magnetic slider, adjusting its curvature. An in-process monitoring 
system was integrated to allow for closed loop control of this adjustment to nanometre 
accuracy. 
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Another technique for the adjustment of magnetic head sliders in hard disk drives was 
developed by Singh [99]. Using a frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser source with 
a pulse length of approximately 150 ns, Singh demonstrated the bi-directional adjustment of a 
stainless steel magnetic slider through control of the repetition rate. Bending away from the 
beam was conducted at low intensities and a repetition rate of 5 kHz by a process of 
annealing as a result of conduction limited heating throughout the thickness of the 
component. Bending towards the beam, however, was conducted at high intensities and with 
a relatively low repetition rate of 100 Hz. This lower repetition rate prevented the appreciable 
heating of the component required for annealing, instead inducing highly localized heating, 
resulting in melt and re-solidification of a micron scale layer on the surface. This melt and re-
solidification increases the stress in this surface layer of the component, resulting in out of 
plane bending towards the beam. 
Gartner [100] demonstrated the LμF of silicon microstructural elements, designed to 
resemble actuator arms used in functional components. These elements were wet etched 
using KOH to a thickness of 50 μm and were clamped at both ends. 
Gartner identified two potential classifications of laser micro-adjustment; laser assisted and 
laser only processes. Laser assisted processes used the laser to heat the component, thereby 
reducing the flow stress of the material and making it easier to deform using additional tools 
or dies. Using an Nd:YAG operating in continuous wave mode at its fundamental wavelength 
(1064 nm) bend angles of up to 22o were achieved by a laser only process. 
Wu et al. [101] further investigated the laser bending of brittle materials at small scales, 
focussing on mono-crystalline silicon, boro-silicate glass and Al2O3 ceramic. The 
components were 20 x 20 mm in dimension and 300 μm thick. An Nd:YAG laser operating at 
1064 nm wavelength, 40 Hz repetition rate and with a pulse duration of 0.2 ms was used to 
achieve bend angles of up to 20o in mono-crystalline silicon and Al2O3 ceramic.  
Additionally, a continuous wave CO2 laser source was used to induce bends towards and 
away from the beam in boro-silicate glass through control of the traverse speed, suggesting 
that TGM and BM regimes operate at this scale, see Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 – Photograph of laser formed boro-silicate glass a) towards 
and b) away from the beam [101]. 
Shen [102-104] produced numerous experimental and numerical studies on the mechanism of 
LμF in stainless steel bridge-style actuator arms, as depicted in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23 - Schematic diagram of laser micro-adjustment of a 
bridge-style actuator [104]. 
Using a 200 W fibre laser system operating at 1064 nm, out of plane bending of up to 0.28o 
was achieved experimentally. FE simulations of the process were used to analyse the 
deformation behaviour at constant peak temperature and laser power as well as the effect of 
heating position were conducted in ANSYS and showed both good qualitative and excellent 
quantitative agreement (+/- 3 micro degrees) with the experimental results. 
Two actuator sizes were investigated; 30 x 6 mm and 60 x 12 mm. Additionally the effect of 
component thickness on the mechanism of forming was investigated by varying the thickness 
between 100 and 1000 μm. 
Of particular relevance to the work in Chapter 7 of this thesis was the observation that the 
nature of bending (that is, in plane or out of plane) was dependent on sheet thickness, with 
out of plane TGM style mechanisms operating when the sheet thickness was greater than 200 
μm, highlighting the limiting scaling effect for the TGM due to excessive thermal loading 
when using CW heat sources. 
Liu et al. [96] investigated the thermal forming of 10 x 5 x 0.1 mm AISI 304 stainless steel 
sheet using a continuous wave CO2 laser system operating at 10.6μm wavelength, originally 
designed for marking applications. Specific emphasis was placed on the effect of varying 
beam diameter and laser power on the resulting bend angle. 
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The samples were annealed to remove any residual stresses and edge clamped in a cantilever 
arrangement beneath the beam. Negative bend angles of up to 10o were achieved, with 
deformation measured by CCD camera. It was reported that, through variation in process 
parameters, forming by the TGM was possible. Although a series of combinations of laser 
power, traverse speed and spot size were identified as being able to repeatedly produce 
bending towards the beam, it was necessary to induce a pre bend in conjunction with these. 
This suggests that the mechanism was in fact the BM with a mechanically induced pre-
disposition for bending towards the beam. 
It was also observed that large heat affected zones (HAZ) were evident for process parameter 
combinations which yielded large bend angles. In addition, the effect of heat accumulation at 
the leaving edge of the sheet, resulting in a larger HAZ, was also noted. This has been 
observed in macro-scale thermal forming experiments, as detailed in Section 5.3.2. 
In a follow-up publication by Yanjin and Liu [105], the effect of laser polarization on the 
absorptivity of 10.6 μm radiation in the same micro-scale components was investigated. The 
variation in reflectivity for AISI 304 stainless steel for s and p linearly polarized light is 
shown in Figure 24. 
 
Figure 24 - Variation of the reflectivity of the polarized light with 
different incident angles [105]. 
The samples were edge clamped in a cantilever arrangement that could be adjusted to varying 
angles to alter the incident angle of the beam. For a single irradiation, positive bend angles of 
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up to 8o were achieved with the angle of incidence varied between 60o and 80o. It was found 
that, with an incident angle of 60o, 30o bend angles were possible in multi-pass forming, as 
opposed to just 4o when the incident angle was perpendicular to the sheet. It was noted that, 
by altering the incident angle, the beam impingent on the sheet became increasingly elliptical, 
as observed and investigated in Section 5.3.5 of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 
ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT 
In Chapters 1 to 3, the theoretical background of laser forming was introduced along with a 
summary of recent developments and techniques in modelling of the process. In this Chapter, 
the theory behind and application of the various analytical techniques and numerical methods 
used to model the LF process in this thesis are discussed in detail. 
The following is a list of the models used to simulate the various aspects of the LF process 
presented in this thesis: 
(i) A full thermal-mechanical model of the LF process, solved using the finite element 
(FE) method implemented using COMSOL Multiphysics [106]. 
(ii) A one dimensional model of solid-state carbon diffusion into the substrate surface 
from the absorptive graphite coating during laser heating, solved using the finite 
difference (FD) method implemented using MATLAB [107]. 
(iii) A model of the ferrite to austenite phase transformation during laser heating solved 
analytically using MATLAB. 
The following subsections detail the theoretical development of these models. 
4.1 Finite Element Thermal-Mechanical Model Development 
The basic principle of the FE method is to partition complex domains into smaller sub-
domains, known as finite elements. Connected together by nodes, these elements constitute 
building blocks from which the parent domain, or mesh, is constructed. Figure 25 depicts the 
linear, planar or solid form which these elements take in 1D, 2D or 3D systems respectively.   
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Figure 25 - Linear, triangular and tetrahedral elements as used in 1D, 
2D and 3D FE simulations, respectively. 
Solutions are obtained for every element in a given domain through formulation of discrete 
FE equations. In some numerical methods for solving PDEs, the PDE can be discretized 
directly (that is, written as a linear algebraic equation). A good example of this is the 
application of the finite difference method to the solution of the one dimensional conduction 
and diffusion problems detailed in Section 4.2. However, in the FE method the following 
three components are required for the formulation of discrete equations; the strong form, 
weak form and approximation functions. The strong form consists of the governing equations 
and boundary conditions and is essential in all numerical methods. The weak form is the 
strong form restated in an integral form, and is therefore equivalent to the governing 
equations and boundary conditions. Combination of the weak form with element specific 
approximation functions yields discrete FE equations. It is this requirement for the 
formulation of a weak solution that distinguishes the FE method from other numerical 
techniques. This relative complexity, however, allows for the specification of highly complex 
geometries, essential to the modelling of real world engineering problems. 
As the FE method is based on numerical integration, the accuracy of the approximate solution 
obtained improves as the number of nodes in the mesh increases. Therefore mesh density is 
an important consideration in FE simulations, with thousands of nodes typically required for 
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in order to obtain a reasonably accurate solution. It should be noted that the mesh density is 
often varied across a domain depending on the requirements for accuracy in specific regions. 
For instance, in simulations of laser processes the mesh density is typically highest along the 
irradiation path (see Section 5.2.2). 
The large number of nodes required for FE simulations necessitates the use of computers for 
solution the discrete equations for each element. As a result, numerous commercial and open 
source FE software packages have been developed. This investigation into the mechanism of 
the LF process was conducted through the use of COMSOL Multiphysics, a general purpose 
FE software package capable of simulating the effects of various physical phenomena within 
a single model simultaneously in order to solve complex engineering problems. The multi-
physical nature of COMSOL makes it particularly useful in the modelling of real world 
applications. Using the work presented in this thesis as an example, the strain within a 
component can be strongly affected by or predominantly dependent upon thermal input, 
requiring a model which is capable of simultaneously simulating both structural mechanics 
and heat transfer phenomena.  
The programming of models into COMSOL can be achieved either directly through a 
graphical user interface, as in this thesis, or using script language implemented through 
MATLAB. Analysis types include stationary and time-dependent, linear and non-linear and 
eigenfrequency/modal analysis. All simulations presented in this thesis use time-dependent 
(or ‘transient’) linear analysis. 
The following subsections detail the theory behind both the heat transfer and structural 
mechanics phenomena that form the basis of the thermal-mechanical simulations presented in 
this thesis. Further details on the FE method as applied in COMSOL Multiphysics can be 
found in the Users Guide [106].   
4.1.1 Heat transfer 
The heat transfer module supports the fundamental mechanisms of heat transfer; convective, 
conductive and radiative. Whilst the basic COMSOL package also supports these 
mechanisms, an added degree of support is provided by the module, particularly for radiative 
heat transfer (which is extensively encountered in this particular investigation). 
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4.1.1.1 Conductive heat flux 




∂ρ  (28) 
where ρ is the density (kg/m3), Cp is the specific heat capacity (J/kgK), T is the temperature 
(K), t is the time (s) and k is the thermal conductivity (W/mK) [108]. The term ∇ is the 
differential or gradient operator (sometimes referred to as the Nabla operator) for three 





















4.1.1.2 Convective and radiative heat flux at a boundary 
The heat flux (q) at a given boundary is governed by Equation (30): 
)()()(. 44inf0 TTTThqTknqn ambs −+−+=∇−−=− εσ  (30) 
where n is the normal vector of the boundary, h is the heat transfer co-efficient (W/m2K), Tamb 
is the ambient temperature (K), Tinf denotes a reference temperature (K), ε is the surface 
emissivity (1) and σs is the Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67x10-8 W/m2K4). 
Each of these terms is discussed in more detail in the following subsections. 
4.1.1.2.1 Convection 
Equation (31) is used to model the inward flux of heat from a user defined source and the 
outward, convective flux of heat to the surroundings.  
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where h is the heat transfer co-efficient (W/m2K) and Tinf denotes a reference temperature 
(K), considered to be equivalent to the ambient temperature in all simulations presented in 
this thesis. 
For thin section materials, the substrate can be considered as a barrier between the laminar 
flow of fluid on either side of it, as in a heat exchanger. Therefore the value of h for natural 
external laminar flow can be considered equivalent to the overall heat transfer co-efficient, Q, 






111 ++=  (32) 
where h1 and h2 are the heat transfer co-efficient of two fluids either side of a conductive and 
convective barrier, s0 and k are the thickness (m) and thermal conductivity of this barrier 
respectively and A is the contact area (m). This can be rearranged to Equation (33) to give a 









=  (33) 
where hf is the heat transfer co-efficient of the fluid, which in the case of LF is typically air. 
4.1.1.2.2 Radiation 
Another mechanism of heat transfer considered in the model is radiative heat transfer at a 
boundary, in which the outer surface of the substrate exhibits radiative heat transfer. Equation 
(34), the Stefan Boltzmann law, describes this irradiation in terms of total energy radiated 
(W/m2) or radiosity, J, for ideal black bodies: 
4TJ sσ=  (34) 
where σs is the Stefan Boltzmann constant. Equation (34) makes two simple assumptions. 
The first is that the ambient temperature remains constant at the user defined value (298.15 
K). The second is that the ambient surroundings are entirely transparent and the substrate 
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absorbs all electromagnetic radiation incident upon it (that is, their transmissivity and 
absorptivity are equal to one).  The relationship between transmissivity, absorptivity and 
reflectivity is described by Equation (35). 
)(1 tyabsorptivivitytransmissityreflectivi +−=  (35) 
In order to accurately model radiative heat transfer at a boundary both the net inward 
radiation (G) and net outward radiation (J) must be considered. Both of which are determined 
by the Stefan Boltzmann law. The radiosity is the sum of both the reflected radiation (ρG) 
and the emitted radiation (εσsT4) as depicted in Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26 - Inward (left) and outward (right) radiative heat flux at a 
boundary. 
The radiosity can thus be expressed as: 
4TGJ sεσρ +=  (36) 
where ρ is the surface reflectivity and ε is the surface emissivity. The latter is a value between 
0 and 1 and acts as a relative measure of a surfaces ability to emit heat by radiation, 0 being 
entirely reflective and 1 being a perfect black body. Therefore, for given values of G and J, 
the total net flux of radiation (q) can be described by Equation (37). 
JGq −=  (37) 
Since absorptivity can be considered equal to emissivity in entirely transparent ambient 
surroundings, q can be expressed as in Equation (38). 
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)( 4TGq sσε −=  (38) 
Since G = εσsT4amb, Equation (38) can be expressed as Equation (39). 
)( 44 TTq ambs −= εσ  (39) 
4.1.2 Structural mechanics 
The Thermal Structural Interaction module in COMSOL provides a continuum application 
mode for the solution of physics phenomena involving solid stress/strain with thermal 
expansion, achieved through a one-way coupling of the heat transfer and structural mechanics 
modules. The solution proceeds in a sequential manner where the temperature distribution is 
calculated prior to performing stress-strain analysis.   
The degrees of freedom in the solid stress strain model are the displacements u, v and w in 
corresponding Cartesian dimensions x, y and z, respectively. 
4.1.2.1 The stress-strain relationship 
During LF the substrate expands as a result of thermal loading. This thermal strain (εth), along 
with initial strain (ε0) and elastic strain (εel) induced by deformation combine to give the total 
strain (ε), as in Equation (40). 
0εεεε ++= thel  (40) 
For isotropic materials, a temperature rise results in uniform thermal strain, the magnitude of 
which depends on the thermal expansion co-efficient of the material, as approximated by: 
)( refthth TT −= αε  (41) 
where Tref is a reference temperature (K), considered equal to Tamb (298.15 K). In order to 
calculate εth the normal and shear strain in x, y and z as a result of deformation must be 
approximated. The normal strain (that is, the strain field perpendicular to the boundary or 
element face) in x, y and z and its relationship to the deformation in u, v and w is described in 
Equations (42) to (44): 
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∂=ε  (44) 
whereas the shear strain (that is, the strain field along a boundary or element face) in x, y and 












































γε  (47) 
where εxy, εyz and εxz represent shear strain in tensor form and γxy, γyz and γxz represent the 
engineering shear strain. These values can be used to form the symmetric strain tensor for an 
















ε  (48) 
The corresponding symmetric stress tensor (σ), which defines the stress at a given point, is 
shown in Equation (49), consisting of three normal stresses (σx, σy, σz) and three shear stresses 
















σ  (49) 
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For an elastic-plastic material, that is a material which exhibits both elastic and plastic 
behaviour, the relationship between stress and strain is calculated by: 
( ) 000 σεεεεσεσ +−−−=+= thpel DD  (50) 
where ε, εp, εth, and ε0 are the total, plastic, thermal and initial strain in column vector form 
and D is a 6-by-6 elasticity matrix, the composition of which is a function of both Young’s 
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In all simulations documented in this thesis an elastic, linear hardening stress-strain 
relationship is specified [109]. Using this method hardening is simulated through 
specification of three key parameters; the Young’s modulus (E), yield stress point (σys) and 
the isotropic tangent modulus (ETISO). Together they form a bi-linear approximation of a 
stress strain curve, as depicted in Figure 27. A bi-linear stress strain curve was used in order 
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to conserve computational resources, as it utilizes the same matrix and solver as a linear 
elastic analysis, changing only the modulus value if the yield stress point is surpassed. 
 
Figure 27 - Idealised stress-strain curve depicting Young’s modulus 
E, yield stress point σys and isotropic tangent modulus ETISO. 
Von Mises yield criterion is specified in all simulations documented in this thesis; in which 
yielding occurs if the strain energy per unit volume exceeds the strain energy per unit volume 
at the elastic limit. The Young’s modulus defines the materials modulus of elasticity and is 
used to formulate the aforementioned elasticity matrix D when computing the corresponding 
stress from strain data. Similarly, the isotropic tangent modulus defines the modulus of plastic 
deformation, with the yield stress point determining the stress at which plastic deformation 
begins. 
4.2 Finite Difference Diffusion Model Development 
The finite difference (FD) method was applied to the solid-state diffusion of carbon from an 
absorptive graphite coating into the surface of the substrate during macro-scale LF [56]. 
Using transient surface temperature profiles obtained from the aforementioned thermal-
mechanical finite element model of the LF process (see Section 4.1) the model was used to 
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predict depth to which carbon diffused in the substrate during the short duration of laser 
heating in single pass laser forming. 
The model comprised two PDE’s; the diffusion equation and heat equation, as detailed in the 
following subsections. The simulations were coupled so that the temperature distribution as 
approximated by the heat equation was used to calculate temperature dependant coefficient of 
diffusion for the diffusion equation. 
A one-dimensional geometry was adopted, representing the section thickness (that is, 
perpendicular to the surface of the component). As carbon can only enter the steel by solid-
state diffusion when austenitization occurs, the assumption was made that austenitization is 
completed prior to the substrate reaching the A3 temperature (that is, between the A1 and A3 
critical temperatures) [57]. 
4.2.1 The heat equation 
The FDM can be used to approximate a solution for the one dimensional heat conduction 
within a domain of length equivalent to the sheet thickness (s0) of the substrate in the FE 
simulations, one end of which (or ‘boundary’) is subject to a transient temperature q0, as 
depicted in Figure 28. The material is AISI 1010 mild steel and the bulk substrate 
temperature is set to room temperature (298.15 K). 
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Figure 28 - Idealised depiction of geometry for the 1D heat equation. 
The term q0 has previously been used to refer to the inward heat flux which, in the case of LF, 
is typically approximated to a laser beam with a Gaussian intensity distribution. However, in 
the context of the FD models presented in this chapter it represents the transient temperature 
on the top surface at the centre of the sheet, as calculated by FE simulation. This is 
subsequently applied as a transient boundary condition in the FD solution of the heat and 
diffusion equations. 
The heat equation, a parabolic PDE, can be used to solve for transient heat conduction in 
solids, as well as many other engineering problems such as time-dependant diffusion. The 









∂ α  (53) 
where α is the thermal diffusivity (m2/s). The final step in creating a mathematical model is 
the definition of initial and boundary conditions. The initial conditions define the temperature 
of the subdomain at t = 0, as defined by the function: 
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)()0,( zTzT amb=  for 00 sz ≤≤  (54) 
where Tamb is the temperature of steel at room temperature (298.15K). Both boundaries are 
set to insulating, with the left boundary also set to q0 in temperature, as described by 
Equations (55) and (56). 
)(),1( 0 tqtT =  (55) 
ambTtsT =),( 0  (56) 
In order to solve, the physical domain is partitioned at constant spatial intervals (∆z). In 
addition, the temporal domain is partitioned at constant time intervals (∆t), as depicted in 
Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29 - Spatial and temporal distribution of nodes used for the 
1D heat equation. 
The central finite difference scheme can be used to solve for temperature at a given time and 
space within a domain, T(z,t). An explicit method for solving the heat equation on one 
dimension, the central finite difference scheme is composed of the forward and backwards 
Euler schemes, Equations (59), (57) and (58), respectively. 
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Where i is the spatial location and n is time step number (see Figure 29). The left hand side of 























whereas the right hand side of the heat equation is the spatial derivative (also referred to as 
the residual). This is replaced by the second order central finite difference approximation to 
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+−Δ+= −++ α  (63) 
4.2.2 Fick’s second law 
The same approach as detailed in Section 4.2.1 was applied to the solution of Fick’s second 
law, a parabolic PDE analogous to the heat equation. 
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Where C is the percentage weight concentration of carbon and D is the diffusion co-efficient 





eDD 0  (65) 
where D0 is the proportionality constant (m2/s), Q is the activation energy of diffusion 
(J/mol), T is the temperature (K) and R is the universal gas constant (8.3 J/mol/K). Its should 
be noted that the diffusion co-efficient D actually varies with carbon content, the effect of 
which is not considered in this model [110]. The initial conditions define the temperature of 
the domain at t = 0, as defined by the function: 
)()0,( 0 zCzC =  for 00 sz ≤≤  (66) 
where C0 is the carbon concentration of the steel at the start of the process (%wt). The 
boundary conditions are described by Equations (67) and (68). 
)(),1( tCtC s=  (67) 
00 ),( CtsC =  (68) 
Where Cs is the known carbon concentration on the surface of the substrate (%wt), see Figure 
30.  
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Figure 30 - Idealised depiction of geometry for the 1D solution of 
Fick’s second law 














+−Δ+= −++  (69) 
4.2.3 Solving in MATLAB 
Equations (62) and (68) were solved sequentially for each iteration of an FDM transient 
simulation through use of a MATLAB routine (see Appendix C). The solution for the 
temperature distribution at each time step was used to calculate the temperature dependant 
value of D for every node in the domain. This one-way coupling is depicted in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31 - Flow chart of coupled FD numerical simulation. 
4.3 Analytical Phase Transformation Model 
An analytical solution was applied to the prediction of phase transformation during the LF 
process, with a particular emphasis placed on the potential for martensitic transformation.  
4.3.1 The ferrite to austenite transformation 
Time and temperature data from a single pass FE simulation of laser heating at various 
traverse speeds was used to model the ferrite to austenite (αfe→γ) transformation, the kinetics 
of which is controlled by nucleation and growth mechanisms [68]. It has been shown that, for 
the αfe→γ phase transformatuion, the volume fraction of transformed product as a function of 
time and temperature can be described by the kinetic Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA) equation 
[111]:  
n
fe tTkf ))((exp1 −==−α  (70) 
where f is the volume fraction of austenite transformed at time t and k(T) is the temperature 
dependant rate constant for this transformation. The JMA time exponent n is a temperature 
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independent constant whose value is determined by the nucleation and growth mechanism. 
The JMA equation can be applied to non-isothermal heating. A modified version of the JMA 
equation was used to predict the αfe→γ phase transformation for the non-isothermal 
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where Q is the activation energy of the αfe→γ transformation, k0 is the pre-exponential 
constant and R is the universal gas constant. Equation (71) was solved by an iterative 
MATLAB routine (see Appendix C). This routine used time/temperature data from 
COMSOL as the non-isothermal temperature data. The assumption is made that the stress 
induced by volume change associated with phase transformation is small and therefore 
negligible. This is considered reasonable on the basis of small predicted transformed volume 
fractions and good agreement between experimental and numerical results (see Section 5.3). 
This assumption has also been made in previous numerical investigations into microstructural 
effects in LF [74,79].  
Values for the constants Q, n and k0 can be determined experimentally by Spatially Resolved 
X-Ray Diffraction (SRXRD) using synchrotron radiation [112]. However, due to the 
complexity of this method, these values were sourced from literature (see section 5.3.2). 
4.3.2 Martensitic transformation 
Whilst the JMA equation can be used to model the ferrite to austenite (αfe→γ) transformation 
upon heating (it can also be used to simlar transformations upon cooling, as discussed in 
Section 4.2.1) it cannot be applied to diffusionless displacive transformations which result 
from high cooling rates.  
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As discussed in Section 4.3.1, peak temperature and time at elevated temperature control 
austenite formation during LF. The formation of non-equilibrium microstructures such as 
martensite is dependent upon cooling rate. In particular, the likelihood of martensite 
formation is a key consideration when selecting process parameters in the LF process, as 
discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
As detailed in Section 1.3.2, there is a critical cooling rate (CCR) above which austenite 
transforms to martensite. Therefore, the volume fraction of martensite present after cooling 
could be predicted based on the percentage conversion to austenite and the calculated cooling 
rate. It is assumed that the cooling rate must exceed the CCR at the A1 temperature for 
martensite to form. The volume fraction of transformed austenite at this point as predicted by 
the JMA equation is taken as initial condition for phase transformation upon cooling. The 
volume fraction of martensite present after cooling was considered to be equal to that of 
austenite at either the martensite finish temperature (Mf) or the point at which the cooling rate 
dropped below the critical cooling rate required for the formation of martensite, after which it 
is considered to be constant. 
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Chapter 5 
FACTORS AFFECTING BEND ANGLE PER PASS IN 
MACRO SCALE LASER FORMING 
In order for LF to fulfil its promise in a manufacturing environment the process must have a 
high degree of controllability, which can be achieved through a better understanding of its 
underlying mechanisms. One area of limited understanding is that of the variation in bend 
angle per pass observed during multi-pass laser forming along a single irradiation track, 
notably the decrease in bend angle per pass after many irradiations which is common to LF 
of all metallic substrates. Finite element (FE) modelling can be used to ascertain which of the 
various factors identified (such as graphite burn-off, geometrical effects, variation in 
absorption, etc.) contribute towards this phenomenon and subsequently the magnitude of 
their contribution. 
5.1 Introduction 
During multiple-pass LF, whilst the bend angle per pass is fairly constant initially (typically 
over the first 15 to 20 passes) there is a fall off in the angle of bending achieved with 
successive irradiations after this. A number of factors have been identified as contributing to 
this; strain hardening and section thickening, variation in absorption, thermal effects, and 
geometrical effects [19]. In turn, each of these factors depend on the complex interrelation of 
process parameters and substrate thermal-mechanical properties. 
In order for laser forming to realize its potential as a fully controlled process in a 
manufacturing environment an understanding of this variation in bend angle per pass is 
essential. The research presented in this chapter focuses on attaining a higher degree of 
controllability through numerical and analytical modelling as a means of process 
development. The development of a full thermal-mechanical simulation of the LF process is 
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detailed and subsequently utilized both to identify factors contributing the fall-off in bend 
angle per pass and the magnitude of their contribution. 
5.2 Experimental Set-up and Model Development 
5.2.1 Experimental set-up 
An experimental study was conducted on graphite coated 80 x 80 x 1.5 mm normalized AISI 
1010 steel coupons using a 1.5 kW CO2 TEM00 fast axial flow laser (Electrox Ltd.) with a 3-
axis CNC beam delivery system (Galil Motion Control Ltd.), custom written control software 
and operating in CW mode with a wavelength of 10.6μm. The mode structure of the beam 
was determined from a print of the raw unfocussed beam in perspex, as shown in Figure 32. 
The beam print was imported into MATLAB for analysis using a laser scanning system (3D 
Laser Scanner, NextEngine Ltd.). [113] 
Element Content (%) 
Carbon, C 0.08-0.13 
Iron, Fe 99.18-99.62 
Manganese, Mn 0.30-0.60 
Phosphorus, P ≤0.04 
Sulphur, S ≤0.05 
Table 2 – Chemical composition of AISI 1010 carbon steel [113]. 
The deformation induced was measured between laser passes using a laser range finder (M5, 
MEL Mikroelektronik GmbH.) with a range of 100 mm. Operating on the principle of 
triangulation between a laser diode and a photo-sensitive diode, the range finder produced a 
+/-10 V signal which corresponded to the 100 mm range of deformation, with a stand-off 
distance of 220 mm. 
The M5 laser range finder was used for all measurements detailed in this Chapter with the 
exception of the empirical study into edge effects (Section 5.3.5), in which the deformation 
was measured off-line using a more accurate laser range finder (M20, MEL Mikroelektronik 
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GmbH.), which had a range of 20 mm. The M20 range finder produced a +/-10 V signal 
which corresponded to the 20 mm range of deformation, with a stand-off distance of 40 mm. 
 
 
Figure 32 - Electrox intensity distribution as obtained by 3D laser 
profiling of a perspex beam print (top) and 2D profile trough centre 
of the beam compared with an ideal Gaussian intensity distribution 
(bottom). 
A cantilever clamp arrangement was used for processing, with the coupons being clamped at 
one edge, as depicted in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33 – Schematic diagram of edge clamped cantilever 
arrangement with component length (L) and sheet thickness (s0). 
















1.15e-5 442.50 2.14e11 1.09e9 25 64.55 7850 3.5e8 0.2891 
Table 3 -AISI 1010 material properties at 298.15K (* denotes 
properties which are considered temperature dependant in the 
simulations, see Appendix B for values) [113]. 
5.2.1.1 Custom software 
Custom software was developed using Visual Basic in order to manipulate the CNC 
workstation. Of particular note was the program created as part of an investigation into edge 
effects in LF (see Section 5.3.5). This utilized linear interpolation in order to split the 
irradiation path into four sections, each of which could be assigned a different traverse speed, 
see Figure 34. This linear interpolation was calculated based on a specified acceleration and 
deceleration, with an example of the G-code output provided in Appendix C. 
During the rest time between passes, the deformation at 8 positions along the edge of the 
workpiece, spaced at 10 mm intervals, was measured using the laser range finder, the average 
of which was used to determine the bend angle.  
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Figure 34 -Screenshot of custom software used in edge effects 
investigation. 
5.2.1.2 Metallurgical study 
The centre portion of the steel coupon was sectioned by water cooled mechanical saw and 
carefully ground in order to assess the metallurgical effects of laser heating during LF. These 
sections were subsequently mounted in resin and polished to a grain size in the order of 
microns. After polishing the samples were stored in a dessicator to avoid oxidation. 
In order to see the grain structure under a microscope the sections were etched with Nital 
(1%). The Nital solution was composed of of 1 ml nitrous acid (HNO2) in 100 ml ethanol 
(99%) [113]. A microscope (Nikon-Epiphot, Nikon Ltd.) with a camera (Nikon Infinity 2, 
Nikon Ltd) was used to visualize the grain structure. The software used to process the images 
was Lumenera Infinity Capture (Version 5.0.2, Lumenera Corporation). 
A Vickers micro hardness tester with the specification HV 0.1/10 was used to measure the 
hardness of the sectioned samples. The method involves forcing a diamond pyramid into the 
surface of the sample, where HV 0.1/10 refers to the force and duration over which it is 
applied (100 N, 10 s). The mean diameter, (d1+d2)/2, of the imprint made can be converted 
into a Vickers hardness value using Equation (73). 
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The measurements taken were spaced as far apart as possible within reason so as to avoid 
inducing strain hardening effects that might affect subsequent measurements. This often 
meant ‘staggering’ the measurements in a regular pattern to allow for measurements at 
sufficiently small intervals throughout the materials thickness.  
In addition, it is worth noting that measurements at the edges of mounted samples were not 
possible due to induced deformation, which manifested itself in the form of low Vickers 
hardness values. 
5.2.2 FE model development 
To fully understand the thermal and mechanical aspects of the LF process an FE model was 
developed. A 2005 element thermal-mechanical simulation of the laser forming of 80 x 80 x 
1.5 mm AISI 1010 steel, using multiple irradiations, was developed using COMSOL 
Multiphysics version 3.5a (see Figure 35). 
 
Figure 35 - COMSOL Multiphysics FE model output for the top 
surface directly on the laser scan line (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel 
AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% 
absorption, edge clamped). 
The thermal expansion coefficient (αth), Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), specific 
heat capacity (Cp), thermal conductivity (k), density (ρ) and yield stress (σys) were all 
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considered temperature dependant and validated against values quoted in literature and 
experimentation where possible. The incident laser beam was approximated by a Gaussian 
distributed heat source with an absorption coefficient of 0.8. 
All material properties were sourced from the ASM Metals Handbook [113] or COMSOL’s 
built in materials library, with the exception of the isotropic tangent modulus (ETISO), which 
was obtained via experimentation, see Figure 36.  
 
Figure 36 - Experimentally determined stress-strain curve for AISI 
1010 mild steel. 
In addition to determining the value of ETISO, the experimental stress-strain curve was used to 
validate the value for the Young’s modulus of 2.14x1011 MPa obtained from the COMSOL 
Multiphysics material library, as shown in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37 - Experimental and theoretical elastic portion of the stress 
strain curve (AISI 1010). 
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The global mesh element size was set to coarse and determined by an in-built algorithm in 
COMSOL. A suitable maximum element size for use along the irradiation path was 
determined by convergence study and found to be 0.1 mm. The meshed geometry is depicted 
in Figure 38. 
 
Figure 38 - Meshed geometry used in FE simulations. 
5.2.2.1 Modelling the heat source  
The spatial distribution of the inward heat flux q0 is typically considered to be an ideal 
Gaussian distribution, although other distributions have been applied (see Section 5.3.5). As 
such the intensity reaches a maxima (I0) at its centre and an effective minima (ω0) when the 
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The relationship between intensity distribution and maximum intensity for a Gaussian beam 
is described by Equation (75). 
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Figure 39 - 3D plot of Gaussian intensity distribution created in 
MATLAB. 











laser eIq  (76) 
where: 
( ) ( )21211 yyxxr −+−=  (77) 
where x1 and y1 are the starting co-ordinates for the beam in x and y respectively. For the case 
of single line scanning with multiple irradiations, one of these values (in this case x1) remains 
constant whilst the other is made time variant by multiplying by d1:  
...),120(),60(, 030201 etctvdtvdtvd −=−==  (78) 
Multiple IF statements were subsequently used to apply numerous heat sources sequentially 
at specified times, as in Equation (79). 
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5.2.2.2 Modelling temperature dependant material properties  
The aforementioned temperature dependant material properties were applied to the 
simulations as interpolation functions, as depicted in Figure 40.  
 
Figure 40 -Screenshot from COMSOL Multiphysics illustrating how 
interpolation functions can be used to apply temperature dependent 
material properties. 
These functions consisted of a table of temperature values in ascending order with the 
corresponding material property values. The data could be interpolated to find material 
properties at non-specified higher temperatures or set to remain constant at the last specified 
value. Due to the transient nature of the temperature dependant data the interpolation 
functions were referenced via the Scalar Expressions, in which the units of the data were 
specified: 
[ ]( )[ ]KkgJKTCpCp AISIscalar .//11010=  (80) 
The scalar variable Cpscalar could then be directly referenced in the substrates Subdomain 
Settings. A full list of parameters considered temperature dependent is given in Appendix B. 
5.2.2.3 Solver settings 
The solver chosen for the following simulations is the Direct (SPOOLES) linear system 
solver. The SPOOLES solver is ideal for this investigation as it is able to make use of the 
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high degree of geometrical symmetry and the parabolic nature of the dominant PDE, the heat 
equation (27), to conserve computational resources. 
Automatic (or ‘free’) time stepping is implemented in the simulations detailed in this chapter. 
This allows the solver to choose suitable time steps arbitrarily according to transient 
boundary conditions (that is, the traversing laser beam heat source).  
During the approximately 2.5 s per pass in which the heat source is applied to the top 
boundary of the substrate, the time steps are reduced automatically by the solver to a suitable 
duration in order to resolve the phenomena. During the relatively extensive dwell time of 60s 
between passes the time steps are vastly increased as the solution reaches a steady state 
approximation. A maximum time step value can be specified if necessary to ensure that no 
transient boundary conditions are ‘overstepped’ by excessively large time steps during these 
intervals. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Numerical and experimental results and discussion on factors which influence the bend angle 
per pass in multi-pass LF are discussed in the following subsections.  
5.3.1 Thermal effects 
5.3.1.1 Effect of process parameters 
With multiple irradiations an associated build up in temperature within the components 
occurs, which subsequently affects the bend angle per pass. Such elevated temperatures can 
be both beneficial and detrimental to the LF process. Therefore, a dwell time between passes 
must be used which best suits the specific application. Increased temperatures can reduce the 
flow stress of the component, making it easier to plastically deform. Conversely, the 
temperature gradient achievable between the top and bottom surface of the component along 
the irradiation line can be diminished which would reduce the net bending angle. 
The magnitude of the influence that temperature effects have on LF is most apparent during 
the early stages of the process, in this case within the first six passes. After this point thermal 
equilibrium between energy input from the laser heat source and conductive, convective and 
radiative heat transfer during the dwell time between irradiations is established, as shown in 
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Figure 41. The number of passes prior to reaching this equilibrium is both material and 
process parameter dependent. 
 
Figure 41 - FE simulation of temperature at 10mm and 22mm from 
the irradiation path over the first six passes (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild 
steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% 
absorption). 
The bend angle per pass for both the experiment and simulation over the first six passes 
reveals an initial increase prior to the fall off associated with the LF process, as shown in 
Figure 42. This can be attributed to the increase in temperature in the bulk material with 
increasing number of passes shown in Figure 42. This leads to an increase in peak 
temperature in the irradiated region with successive passes which, when coupled with the 
reduced flow stress of the component as a result of elevated temperature, leads to a larger 
bend angle per pass. 
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Figure 42 - FE Experimental and simulated bend angle per pass over 
the first six passes (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 
5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
In this instance, the beneficial effects of a build up in temperature appear to last up to the 
fourth pass before the temperature gradient is adversely affected and the bend angle per pass 
is reduced. 
5.3.1.2 Effect of material property variation 
An FE simulation of the first six passes was conducted in which three material thermal 
properties were varied within +/-20% of their initial value. These were the thermal 
conductivity, specific heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient, with their effect on the 
cumulative bend angle after six passes studied (see Figure 43). 
 
Figure 43 - Effect of varying k, Cp and αth on the cumulative bend 
angle after six passes (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 
W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
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From Figure 43 it is clear that the thermal expansion coefficient has the largest influence on 
bend angle. An increase in thermal expansion subsequently increases the amount of plastic 
compression in the heated area, resulting in more plastic deformation. 
In assessing the effect of varying the values of k and Cp the thermal diffusivity (α) is a useful 
parameter to consider, Equation (81).   
pC
k
ρα =  (81) 
The higher the value of α, the more rapidly a substrate can adjust to changes in temperature 
and return to thermal equilibrium with its surroundings. Figure 44 depicts the effect on α 
when k and Cp are varied within +/-20% of their initial value, calculated from Equation (81) 
using temperature dependant data, presented in Appendix B. 
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Figure 44 - The effect of varying Cp (top) and k (bottom) on α. 
From Figures 43 and 44 it would appear as though in the early stages of the LF process a 
lower value of α is beneficial to the efficiency of the LF process. 
5.3.2 Microstructural effects  
Microstructural change due to transient thermal cycles has the potential to be a contributing 
factor to the fall off in bend angle per pass. Whilst process parameters can be chosen which 
avoid excessive heating, non-ferritic microstructures in the HAZ may result from a 
combination of peak temperature, time at peak temperature and subsequent cooling rate. Such 
microstructures could adversely affect the ductility of the substrate by increasing the flow 
stress, making it more difficult to deform [74,114]. 
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Time and temperature data from a single pass FE simulation of laser heating at various 
traverse speeds was used to model the ferrite to austenite (αfe→γ) transformation. The 
transformation, which involves the nucleation of γ phase from the αfe matrix and subsequent 
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where m is the number of time steps and f is the volume fraction of austenite. The JMA time 
exponent n is a temperature independent constant whose value is determined by the 
nucleation and growth mechanism. The assumption is made that the stress induced by volume 
change associated with phase transformation is small and therefore negligible, as discussed in 
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where Q is the activation energy of the αfe→γ transformation, k0 is the pre-exponential 
constant and R is the universal gas constant. The values used in both the modified JMA and 
Arrhenius equations were for AISI 1005 steel and taken from literature [79]. The volume 
fraction of austenite was considered zero when the temperature was below the lower critical 
transformation temperature (A1, 996.15K). 
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Figure 45 - Single pass FE simulation of peak temperature with 
different scan speeds (top) and volume fraction of austenite 
transformation on the top surface at the centre of the sheet (bottom) 
(80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam 
diameter, 80% absorption). 
From Figure 45 it can be seen that the volume fraction of transformed austenite is related to 
peak temperature, which itself is process parameter dependent. Some sub-melting 
combinations of traverse speed and power, such as low speeds and high powers, can result in 
high volume fractions of austenite and therefore, depending on rate of cooling, martensite. 
The presence of martensite would increase the hardness of the heat affected zone (HAZ) and 
can thus be considered detrimental to the LF process; however, for the process parameters 
used in this investigation (v0 = 35 mm/s, P = 760 W, ω0 = 2.75 mm) only a small volume 
fraction of austenite (0.02) was predicted. 
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The volume fraction of martensite can be predicted based on the percentage conversion to 
austenite and the cooling rate for a given spatial co-ordinate. A critical cooling rate for the 
martensite formation of 450 K/s was determined from a CCT diagram [54]. 
A MATLAB routine was developed which predicted volume fraction of martensite from time 
and temperature data exported from the FE simulations. Using the JMA equation as before, 
the volume fraction of γ increases cumulatively upon heating. However, in this instance, the 
volume fraction of γ is reset to zero upon cooling below the martensite finish temperature 
(Mf, 643 K) [54,115]. As detailed in Section 4.3.2, the volume fraction of martensite present 
after cooling was considered to be equal to that of austenite at either the martensite finish 
temperature (Mf) or the point at which the cooling rate dropped below the critical cooling rate 
required for the formation of martensite, after which it is considered to be constant.  
Figure 45 shows significant conversion (>20%) to γ-phase predicted at traverse speeds of 25 
mm/s and below. The predicted volume fraction of non-ferritic phases after cooling for these 
traverse speeds is shown in Figure 46. 
 
Figure 46 - Single pass FE simulation of volume fraction of none-
ferritic phases on the top surface at the centre of the sheet (80 x 80 x 
1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 80% 
absorption). 
The spatial extent to which this increase in non-ferritic phases with decreasing traverse 
speeds occurs is tempered by a corresponding reduction in cooling rates, shown in Figure 47.  
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Figure 47 - Single pass FE simulation of temporal cooling rate on the 
top surface at the centre of the sheet for a) 35 mm/s and b) 17.5 
mm/s (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam 
diameter, 80% absorption). 
It is worth noting that the volume fraction of austenite for the central parameter set used in 
this investigation (v0 = 35 mm/s, P = 760 W, ω0 = 2.75 mm) increases significantly at the 
leaving edge of the sheet due to geometrical restrictions. At this edge, more heat accumulates 
relative to the central portion of the sheet as there no longer a bulk of substrate in advance of 
the beam to act as a heat sink. The predicted conversion to martensite is depicted in Figure 
48. 
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Figure 48 - Simulated martensite volume fraction on the surface of 
the substrate at the leaving edge after a single irradiation. (80 x 80 x 
1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 
mm/s, 80% absorption). 
The magnitude of heat accumulation effects on predicted microstructure can be reduced by 
varying the traverse speed during processing, specifically speeding up when approaching the 
leaving edge of the plate (see Section 5.3.5). 
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the net detrimental effect of microstructural change during LF 
was hardening, increasing the flow stress of the component and making it more difficult to 
deform. As such, solid-state diffusion of carbon from the absorptive graphite coating into the 
surface of the component is undesirable. The likelihood of solid-state diffusion of carbon into 
the surface of the component for the process parameters used in this investigation (v0 = 35 
mm/s, P = 760 W, ω0 = 2.75 mm) was investigated using the finite difference (FD) diffusion 
model detailed in Section 4.2. As detailed in Section 4.2.2, the transient diffusion of carbon 









∂  (84) 
Where C is the percentage weight concentration of carbon and D is the diffusion co-efficient 
(m2/s) which can be calculated using the following equation, 
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where D0 is the proportionality constant (m2/s), Q is the activation energy of diffusion 
(J/mol), T is the temperature (K) and R is the universal gas constant (8.3 J/mol/K). Values for 
D0 and Q were sourced from literature as 2.00e-5 m2/s and 1.42e5 J/mol respectively for austenite 
[116]. For the purposes of this simple model the assumption was made that austenitization is 
completed prior to the substrate reaching the A3 temperature (that is, between the A1 and A3 
critical temperatures). The boundary condition for maximum carbon concentration on the top 
surface of the component was set at a constant value of 0.8 %wt. This value was chosen from 
the iron-carbon phase diagram as suitable on the basis of peak temperatures typically 
encountered in LF of mild steels and the absence of melting from the process. Figure 49 
shows the predicted additional carbon content with increasing distance from the surface after 
a single irradiation. 
 
Figure 49 - Cumulative bend angle (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel 
AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, force cooled). 
Figure 49 shows predicted additional carbon concentration at distances from the surface of up 
to approximately 6 μm. However, the model assumes austenitization is completed prior to the 
substrate reaching the A3 temperature, whereas microstructure modelling suggests that this 
would not be the case in this instance. For solid-state diffusion of carbon into the surface of 
the component from the graphite layer to occur austenite must be formed in the HAZ during 
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laser heating. Figure 45 shows a predicted volume fraction of austenite on the top surface of 
the component of just 0.02 for the central parameter set used in this investigation (v0 = 35 
mm/s, P = 760 W, ω0 = 2.75 mm) and as carbon solubility in ferrite is very low it is predicted 
that any carbon diffusion under these conditions will be negligible. A single scan laser 
formed component was cross-sectioned, mounted in resin, polished and subsequently etched 
to reveal its grain structure along the irradiation path (see Figure 50).  
 
Figure 50 - Microscope image of heat affected zone (80 x 80 x 1.5 
mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 
1 scan, 200x). 
Figure 52 reveals no martensite grains present in the HAZ, despite the fact that FE simulated 
cooling rates were well in excess of the critical cooling rate required for martensitic 
transformation. This is concordant with the microstructure modelling prediction in Figure 45 
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of an austenite volume fraction of just 0.02 during laser heating. Smaller ferrite and pearlite 
grains than those in the base material were observed in the HAZ which could possibly be 
attributed to residual stresses affecting how the material was etched.  
Figure 51 presents micro-hardness measurements taken throughout the cross-section of the 
component along the centre of the irradiation path after 60 irradiations. The initial hardness 
refers to hardness values that were measured in the cross section of a non-processed sample. 
The initial hardness was averaged over five measurements and found to be 122 HV, 
consistent with previously reported hardness values of 125 HV for normalised AISI 1010 
mild steel [117]. 
 
Figure 51 - Vickers hardness variation with increasing z-depth along 
irradiation path (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 
mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 60 scans). 
A gradual increase in Vickers hardness is observed with increasing proximity to the 
component surface. This increase in hardness near the surface can be attributed to both phase 
constitution of the material and work hardening effects. The surface of the component was 
subjected to a higher peak temperature and significantly more plastic deformation during the 
forming process, leading to an increase in work hardening. In addition, the hardness values in 
this region are lower than could be expected for martensite in a plain carbon steel with 0.08 to 
0.13 %wt C (approximately 300 HV) [116]. This is concordant with modelling predictions 
for phase transformations and carbon diffusion.  
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5.3.3 Variation in absorption 
Absorption effects play a key role in the LF process and as such can have a large degree of 
influence on the bend angle per pass. Typically, a defocused beam is employed in order to 
achieve sub-melting temperatures on the top surface of the component. To aid the coupling of 
laser radiation into the component a graphite coating is applied. Previous research [118] has 
shown that, with successive irradiations, this coating is degraded or ‘burnt-off’, reducing the 
amount of energy coupled into the component with subsequent passes, detrimentally affecting 
the bend angle per pass. Figure 52 shows the cumulative bend angle and the bend angle per 
pass for both the experimental process and the analogous FE simulation. 
 
Figure 52 - Cumulative bend angle and the bend angle per pass for a) 
experimental and b) simulation of LF (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel 
AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% 
absorption). 
It is important to note that, in the FE simulation, the absorption coefficient is kept constant at 
0.8. The simulated trend is similar to the experimental until around 35 passes, from which 
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point it stabilizes as the experimental trend continues to fall. This suggests that the observed 
graphite burn off becomes detrimental to the process only after a significant number of 
passes. This could be due to either less energy being coupled into the component as it 
becomes more reflective or the loss of the secondary heat source that the burning graphite 
provides. 
To determine the magnitude of influence that graphite burn-off has on bend angle per pass a 
60 pass experiment was conducted in which the graphite layer was removed with acetone and 
re-applied after thirty passes. A compressed air jet was applied to the underside of the 
workpiece in order to cool the substrate between passes. This ruled out any disparity in the 
thermal cycle between the recoated and non-recoated sample introduced as a result of time 
taken to clean off and re-apply the graphite layer. 
 
Figure 53 - Cumulative bend angle (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel 
AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm beam diameter, 35 mm/s, force cooled). 
Figure 53 suggests that re-applying the graphite coating has a detrimental effect on the 
cumulative bend angle, in contrast to observations made by Edwardson et al. during the laser 
forming of Ti-6Al-4V [19]. In this instance, the reduction in cumulative bend angle for the 
recoated sample can be rationalized in terms of heat loss to the surroundings as the fresh 
graphite incandesces under irradiation. It is worth noting, however, that the standard 
deviation in bend angle per pass is lower for the recoated sample after the re-application of 
the graphite coating.  
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5.3.4 Geometrical effects 
With increasing bend angle the initially circular beam incident on the components surface 
becomes more elliptical in shape [70], as depicted in Figure 54. 
 
Figure 54 - The geometrical effect in LF for an edge clamped 
arrangement. 
This has the effect of reducing the energy density of the beam, with a significant reduction 
(>20%) occurring at bend angles greater than 35o, this remaining the case regardless of spot 
size. The relationship between bend angle, initial beam radius and irradiation area A is 












A simulation was conducted in order to analyze the effect that such a corresponding decrease 
in energy density had on the initial bend angle, as depicted in Figure 55. A combination of 
both a Gaussian and modified Gaussian intensity distribution was applied to two separate 







































































The modified Gaussian distribution used separate beam radius values in the x and y axis to 
give the elliptical shape associated with the geometrical effect. 
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Figure 55 - Effect of reducing energy density on simulated initial 
bend angle (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 mm 
beam diameter, 35 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
From Figure 55 it can be seen that the reduction in energy density associated with the 
geometrical effect becomes highly detrimental at bend angles of approximately 35o or greater. 
5.3.5 Edge effects 
A single pass FE simulation of the LF process was conducted and the development of the 
resultant asymmetrical edge effect [119] was monitored. This effect consists of a relatively 
larger displacement at the leaving edge of the plate which can be attributed to less effective 
conductive cooling and thus a greater amount of plastic compression. Such asymmetrical 
edge effects are undesirable.   
Cheng et al. [120]also noted the effects of heat accumulation at the leaving edge of the sheet, 
proposing the used of compressed air jets applied to both the top and bottom surface of the 
workpiece to achieve greater uniformity in thermal cycles across the length of the component. 
This approach was successful in reducing the radius of curvature of the formed part. Whilst 
applicable to the straight line forming of flat sheets, such an experimental set-up would prove 
difficult to implement for larger and more complex geometries. Therefore, a solution utilizing 
readily variable process parameters (such as power, traverse speed and spot size) is 
preferable. 
In the FE simulation conducted, the traverse speed was varied to reduce the line energy after 
the beam reaches the halfway point of the sheet, the results of which are shown in Figure 56. 
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This had the effect of reducing the amount of heat which the leaving edge was required to 
dissipate. 
 
Figure 56 - Single pass FE simulation of edge effects with different 
scan strategies (80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 
mm beam diameter, 80% absorption). 
From the simulation results the optimum combination of traverse speeds was found to be 35 
mm/s (v1) and 40 mm/s (v2). This was determined by calculating the radius of curvature (R) 
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Analogous experimentation was conducted which also found this combination of traverse 
speeds to be optimal, as detailed in Table 4. 













35 35 92.524 0.011 1.205 3.921 0.131 1.162 
35 37.5 104.597 0.01 1.165 26.822 0.222 1.260 
35 40 116.932 0.008 1.152 95.243 0.144 1.068 
35 42.5 98.271 0.067 1.08 44.221 0.0725 0.932 
35 45 17857.14 0.037 1.027 274.125 0.198 0.794 
Table 4 - R, D(max-min) and αB for both experimental and simulated 
single pass LF of 80 x 80 x 1.5 mm mild steel AISI 1010, 760 W, 5.5 
mm beam diameter, 80% absorption. 
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Chapter 6 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF LASER FORMING FOR 
FEASIBILITY STUDY 
Numerical modelling has the potential to replace extensive and time consuming empirical 
studies into investigating the applicability of lasers for the forming of specific geometries. In 
this chapter a feasibility study of the LF of square-section mild steel tubes for the automotive 
industry is detailed, with specific emphasis on numerical simulation as part of the process. 
This investigation was conducted in conjunction with Honda Engineering Europe Ltd. 
6.1 Introduction 
The chassis of a motor vehicle typically comprises a hollow tube, usually made of a high 
strength steel alloy. The use of steel provides the necessary rigidity and strength whilst its 
hollow structure keeps weight down. 
During production, such tubes are formed into the required shape using press tools, with the 
components susceptible to ‘spring back’ effects associated with mechanical forming 
techniques. This makes achieving good manufacturing tolerances on the assembly line 
particularly difficult. 
Laser forming has the potential to be used in the post-processing of such mechanically 
formed components, as demonstrated experimentally by Silve et al. [121]. For example, a 
closed loop system could be implemented in which the component is ‘tweaked’ to within 
desired tolerances using an iterative approach. Such an approach would profile the 
component after each application of laser radiation and increment towards the desired 
geometry. 
Initially, however, the applicability of the LF process must be established, with consideration 
given to throughput time, subsequent component performance (effect on fatigue/corrosion 
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properties) and specific pre/post-processing requirements; that is absorptive coatings and 
subsequent coating removal. 
In this chapter, the use of FE modelling in conjunction with analogous experimentation in a 
feasibility study into the applicability of LF for the forming of mild steel rectangular section 
tubes for the automotive industry is investigated. Since the aim of this investigation was 
solely to establish the viability of LF for the shaping of such components, mild steel was 
chosen as an alternative to high strength alloy steel. 
6.2 Experimental Procedure 
6.2.1 Experimental set-up 
An experimental study was conducted on graphite coated 23 x 200 mm AISI 1010 square 
section steel tubes with a wall thickness of 1.5 mm and a seam weld along the base section. 
The tubes were formed using a 1.5 kW CO2 TEM00 fast axial flow laser (Electrox Ltd.) with a 
3-axis CNC beam delivery system (Galil Motion Control Ltd.), custom written control 
software and operating in CW mode. Supplied by Honda Engineering Europe Ltd., the tubes 
were clamped using a rotary stage mounted on the xy table and controlled using a micro-
controller (ITC6DCA, Micro-Controle Inc.), as depicted in Figure 57. 
 
Figure 57 - Edge clamped rotation stage arrangement. 
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The deformation was measured off-line using a Faro arm 3D profiling system, as shown in 
Figure 58. 
 
Figure 58 - Faro Arm 3D profiling system. 
Both the CNC workstation in the laboratory and the beam in the simulations were 
manipulated by a custom developed MATLAB GUI, Irradiation Path Draw (IP_Draw), 
created specifically for this investigation. A screenshot of the GUI is shown in Figure 59. 
Using IP Draw, the movement of the beam over a specified 2D geometry could be described 
by a series of co-ordinates in any combination of two Cartesian axes. Once the basic beam 
path is plotted and visualised, linear interpolation by a user specified factor can be carried out 
if desired, smoothing the path. The GUI outputted both COMSOL compatible interpolation 
files (which describe the movement of the beam in x, y or z relative to time) and G-code for 
the manipulation of the CNC workstation in the laboratory. 
An important feature utilized in this investigation is the ability to specify both a start and 
finish traverse speed for a given scan path. This allows for the linear variation of traverse 
speed along the scan path which can be desirable, for example, when speeding up on 
approaching the edges of a geometry in order to avoid excessive heating. 
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Figure 59 - Screenshot of the IP_Draw GUI. 
The MATLAB generated G-code was implemented via a GUI based terminal, shown in 
Figure 60, on the Electrox system. The terminal, created in Visual Basic, can also be used as 
a jog controller to move the stages ‘manually’. The decision to use G-code rather than 
develop a custom GUI (as used in Chapter 5) in this instance was due to the flexibility it 
offered in developing novel scan strategies during the investigation. The various scan 
strategies coded for are described in results section whilst an example of the G-code 
generated by IP_Draw is included in Appendix C. 
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Figure 60 - Screenshot of the Jog Controller and terminal. 
6.2.2 FE model development 
A full thermal-mechanical model of the LF of rectangular section mild steel tubes was 
developed in COMSOL Multiphysics, using the same method as detailed in Section 5.2.2. 
The geometry used in the simulations is shown in Figure 61. 
 
Figure 61 - Geometry used in FE simulations. 
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The global mesh element size was set to coarse and determined by a built-in algorithm in 
COMSOL. A suitable maximum element size for use along the irradiation path was 
determined by convergence study and found to be 0.1 mm. The meshed geometry is depicted 
in Figure 62. 
 
Figure 62 - Meshed geometry used in FE simulations. 
The laser beam was approximated to an ideal Gaussian intensity distribution and applied to 
model using the method detailed in Section 5.2.2.1. 
6.3 Axial Bending 
6.3.1 Applicability of the temperature gradient mechanism 
Initially, experimental and numerical parametric studies were conducted in order to find 
suitable process parameters. 80 x 30 x 1.5 mm AISI 1010 steel coupons were used for this 
investigation, which involved measuring the bend angle via laser triangulation after a single 
irradiation at all combinations of power, traverse speed and spot size within a suitable range 
available using the Electrox CO2 laser system (see Table 5). 
Power (W) Traverse speed (mm/s) Distance from focus (mm) 
300 30 20 
500 50 40 
800 80 60 
Table 5 - Processing parameters used in parametric study. 
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The results of the parametric study are shown in Figure 63. 
 
Figure 63 - Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) initial bend 
angle in degrees as a function of traverse speed, power and distance 
from focus. 
Figure 63 shows good agreement between both experimental data and simulation results. The 
focal distances of 20, 40 and 60 mm were found to equate to approximately 4, 6 and 8 mm 
beam diameters. These were measured using Perspex beam prints.  
Optimum process parameters were found to be 800 W average power, 50 mm/s traverse 
speed and 6 mm beam diameter. The choice was made on the basis of HAZ appearance (that 
is, no evidence of melting). 
Utilizing the numerically and empirically determined optimum process parameters, FE 
simulations were used to predict the applicability of the TGM to the axial bending of square 
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section tubes. Simulations were conducted using two truncated versions of the square section 
geometry; a horizontally sectioned half tube and one with just the central portion of one face 
removed, as depicted in Figure 64. 
 
Figure 64 - Two geometries used in the FE simulations. 
Use of these truncated geometries allowed for the visualization of the limits of applicability 
for the TGM in forming of full square section tubes. In the TGM relatively more shrinkage 
occurs on the upper surface of the irradiated region compared to the bottom surface during 
cooling. This can be attributed to plastic compression of the surface layer undergone during 
heating (see Section 1.2.1). For flat sheets this difference in degree of shortening throughout 
the component thickness results in out-of plane bending towards the beam.  
As is evident from Figure 65, the results of the simulations suggested that the component was 
geometrically constrained from being formed by the TGM. In the case of the half-section 
tube shown in Figure 68, the bending moment resulting from differential shrinkage 
throughout the wall thickness along the scan path was sufficient to cause out-of-plane 
bending towards the beam. However for the tube with the central portion of one face 
removed, the relatively larger moment of inertia of the component constrained this out-of-
plane deformation.  
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Figure 65 - FE simulated z-displacement in metres for two 
geometries using TGM process parameters (mild steel AISI 1010, 
800 W, 6 mm beam diameter, 50 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
An experimental study using full square section tubes and utilizing the same numerically and 
empirically determined optimum process parameters for the TGM used in the simulations 
resulted in no appreciable deformation, thereby validating the numerical predictions and 
confirming the unsuitability of the TGM for the axial bending of the component.  
6.3.2 Applicability of the upsetting mechanism and in plane shortening 
Having established the unsuitability of the TGM for out of plane bending, a series of scan 
strategies were devised with the intention of inducing in plane shortening around the central 
portion of the tube, as illustrated in Figure 66. 
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Figure 66 - Depiction of in-plane shortening of component. 
To achieve this, process parameters typical of the buckling mechanism (BM) or upsetting 
mechanism (UM) were chosen (see Section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 on the BM and UM for more 
detail on these mechanisms). Through use of process parameters in the UM regime (see Table 
1) it was possible to induce a near uniform temperature distribution throughout the thickness 
of the irradiation zone. Compressive stresses develop in the irradiated region due to 
restriction of thermal expansion by the surrounding material. For flat sheets with thicknesses 
in the order of the wall thickness of the square section tubes used in this investigation (1.5 
mm) such parameters would result in the formation an instability (or ‘buckle’) across the 
workpiece as a result of the near homogeneous thermal expansion in the irradiated area. 
However, in this instance buckle formation is prevented due to the large moment of inertia 
for the component. Therefore, the shortening in the irradiated region causes the component to 
bend towards the beam. 
The un-predictable nature of the BM made a full parametric study less useful in selecting 
process parameters than for the TGM. Therefore, initial process parameters were chosen 
arbitrarily on the basis of a brief empirical investigation using a limited number of process 
parameter combinations. The investigation again comprised of 2D out of plane bending of 80 
x 30 x 1.5 mm AISI 1010 components.  
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A parameter set of 500 W power, 10 mm/s traverse speed and an approximately 8 mm spot 
size was selected on the basis of net bending angle and HAZ appearance; that is, no evidence 
of melting having occurred. 
6.3.2.1 Numerical simulation 
FE simulations were conducted to assess the applicability of both in-plane shortening as a 
mechanism for out of plane deformation and the experimentally determined process 
parameters. Initially, scan strategy A was implemented, involving the sequential irradiation of 
three sides of the component as shown in Figure 67. It should be noted that the directions of 
the individual scans depicted in Figure 67 were chosen so as to allow the beam to traverse in 
alternate directions for ease of experimental implementation. 
 
Figure 67 – Scan strategy A. Dashed-dot lines represent irradiation 
path and direction. 
A simulation using scan strategy A was conducted in which the displacement in x, y and z 
was monitored, the results of which are shown in Figure 68. The overall solution time was set 
to 32 s to allow for cooling of the component and no rest time between irradiations was 
specified. 
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Figure 68 - Simulated x, y and z displacement (500 W, 8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
As a result of scan 1 the component bends towards the beam, with no appreciable 
counterbend observed. The absence of counterbending can be attributed to the high stiffness 
of the component, the bulk of which is at room temperature at this stage in the process. A 
relatively small amount of deformation is also observed in the z-axis due to heat 
accumulation effects at the leaving edge of the scan path. This can be likened to the 
development of edge effects in straight line LF of flat sheets (see section 5.3.5). 
Scan 2 initially causes the component to bend away from the beam due to counterbending, 
which is now possible as a result of the increase in temperature along one side of the 
component making it more ductile. During the post-heating stage, in-plane shrinkage of the 
top side of the component causes it to bend towards the beam. 
Scan 3 proceeds in much the same manner as scan 1, resulting in bending towards the beam. 
However, the reduction in flow stress along two sides of the component allows for increased 
lateral deformation in this instance. As such, whilst the majority of out of plane deformation 
is in the z-axis, a significant portion of the deformation is in the x-axis which is highly 
undesirable, as shown in Figure 69. 
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Figure 69 – FE simulated z and x-displacement in metres, top and 
bottom respectively (mild steel AISI 1010, 500 W, 8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption, 20x deformation scale factor). 
This undesired x-displacement can be attributed to both the asymmetric nature of the scan 
strategy and, to a lesser extent, the inherent asymmetry of the LF process itself. Safdar [85] 
noted that scanning in alternate directions across the circumference of the circular section 
tubes at their half way point reduced the undesired lateral deformation considerably when 
compared to circumferential scanning in the same direction due to alternating of the lateral 
bending for each scan. With this in mind scan strategy B, shown in Figure 70, was devised 
with the aim of reducing the amount of residual lateral deformation by addressing the 
asymmetry of the laser heating. 
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Figure 70 - Scan strategy B. Dashed-dot lines represent irradiation 
path and direction. 
A simulation using scan strategy B was conducted, revealing a reduction in undesirable x-
displacement whilst maintaining the magnitude of z-displacement when compared with scan 
strategy A, as shown in Figure 71. 
 
Figure 71 - Simulated x, y and z displacement (500 W, 8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
As is the case for strategy A, scan 1 causes the component to bend towards the beam. This 
also results in deformation in the z-axis due to heat accumulation effects at the leaving edge 
of the scan path.  
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Scan 2 of strategy B is equivalent to scan 3 of strategy A, with both resulting in bending 
towards the beam. There is also an increase in lateral deformation observed when compared 
to the initial scan due to the elevated temperature of the central portion of the component. 
However, the magnitude of lateral deformation, whilst greater than for the initial scan, is 
reduced when compared to scan 3 of strategy A. This can be attributed to higher component 
stiffness as only one side of the component has been heated prior to irradiation in this 
instance. 
6.3.2.2 Experimental study 
LF of rectangular section tubes with scan strategy B was subsequently conducted 
experimentally. Due to the slow speed of rotation on the experimental set-up, significant 
dwell times were required to allow for the accurate positioning of the component, as detailed 
in Figure 72. 
 
Figure 72 - Experimental scan strategy B. Dashed-dot lines represent 
irradiation path and direction. 
Due to the incremental nature of the process and small angles achieved per iteration of scan 
strategy, scan strategy B was repeated ten times. A 3D profile of the formed component was 
obtained through use of a Faro Arm 3D profiling system.  
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Figure 73 - 3D profile of a) formed component, b) side on view 
revealing significant z-displacement, c) close up of side on view and 
d) top down view revealing minimal x-displacement. 
Figure 73 reveals significant deformation in z and whilst no appreciable lateral deformation is 
evident, thereby validating the numerical predictions. However, evidence of melting was 
observed along the HAZ after processing, suggesting the use of excessively high energy 
densities.  
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, microstructural changes, specifically martensitic 
transformation upon cooling, can be detrimental to the LF process as the flow stress of the 
component is increased with increasing hardness. The experiment was repeated at 400 W and 
300 W, with the effect on both the appearance of the HAZ and the net bending angle 
monitored, as shown in Figure 74 and Figure 75 respectively. 
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Figure 74 – Appearance of HAZ after ten iterations of scan strategy 
B at powers of (a) 300 W, (b) 400 W and (c) 500 W (8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s). 
 
Figure 75 - Bend angle after ten iterations of scan strategy B at 
various powers (8 mm beam diameter, 10 mm/s traverse speed). 
Process parameters of 400 W, 10 mm/s and 8 mm spot size were chosen as the best 
compromise between bend angle and appearance of HAZ. Using these parameters, an 
experiment was conducted in which the bend angle was monitored every second iteration of 
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the scan strategy after significant enough deformation was achieved (in this instance from 6 
iterations onwards), the results of which are shown in Figure 76. The bend angle was 
determined from the z-displacement at the end of the tube, measured by ruler. It should be 
noted that a ruler was in preference to the laser range finder on the Electrox system (M5, 
MEL Mikroelektronik GmbH.) due to the its limited accuracy over the small range of 
deformation encountered in this investigation. 
Due to the relatively crude nature of this technique, the measurements were validated using 
the Faro arm. Restricted access, remote location and long processing time (approximately 30 
mins per sample) made taking all measurements on the Faro arm impractical.   
 
Figure 76 - Cumulative bend angle for multiple iterations of scan 
strategy B (400 W power, 8 mm beam diameter, 10 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
Figure 76 highlights the incremental nature of the LF process, vital for its potential 
application in closed loop, iterative processes. Over the range of scan iterations investigated, 
the bend angle is linearly proportional to iteration number. 
6.4 In-plane Twisting 
6.4.1 Numerical simulation 
The same principle of in-plane shortening applied to axial bending was subsequently used to 
achieve in-plane twisting of the tubes. Initially, a simulation was conducted which employed 
a ‘spiral’ scan strategy (strategy C), as depicted in Figure 77a. Scan strategy C consisted of 
four sequential irradiations, each on a different face of the square section tube. Half of the 
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tubes total length of 200 mm was divided into four sections of 25 mm in length, with each 
sequential irradiation traversing diagonally across its surface as shown in Figure 77b. 
 
Figure 77 – Schematic diagram depicting (a) scan strategy C and (b) 
irradiation path for initial scan. Dashed-dot lines represent irradiation 
path and direction. 
Using experimentally optimized process parameters from the axial bending investigation, a 
simulation was conducted in which scan strategy C was applied, resulting in a twisting of the 
component, as shown in Figure 78. 
 
Figure 78 - Simulated overall displacement (400 W, 8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption, 20x deformation scale factor). 
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It is worth noting that post-processing revealed the off-axis nature of the twist, as shown in 
more detail in Figure 79. This can be attributed to the inherent asymmetry of laser heating in 
the LF process and is similar in nature to the residual lateral deformation encountered in axial 
bending (see Section 6.3.2.1). In the case of in-plane twisting, a relative increase in the 
magnitude of out of plane deformation with each successive irradiation results in the 
development of an off-axis twist. This is due to the increasing temperature of the component 
with each successive irradiation, reducing the flow stress and making it easier to plastically 
deform. 
 
Figure 79 - Simulated overall displacement at the end of the 
component with FE post-processing image superimposed (400 W, 8 
mm beam diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption, 20x deformation 
scale factor). 
6.4.2 Experimental study 
Scan strategy C was implemented experimentally to validate the simulation results. As in the 
previous experimental investigation into axial bending, ten iterations of the strategy were 
applied. The 90o rotation required necessitated a dwell time of 60 s between irradiations. 
During this dwell time the stage was translated 25 mm in the y-direction, as detailed in Figure 
80. 
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Figure 80 - Experimental scan strategy C. Dashed-dot lines represent 
irradiation path and direction. 
A 3D profile of the formed component was obtained through use of a Faro Arm 3D profiling 
system, confirming the numerically predicted off axis twist in the component, as shown in 
Figure 81. 
 
Figure 81 - Experimental (left) and simulated (right) total 
displacement at the end of the component (400 W, 8 mm beam 
diameter, 10 mm/s, 80% absorption). 
It is worth noting that, in Figure 81, the experimental component was subject to 10 iterations 
of scan strategy C whereas in the FE simulation the strategy was applied only once. A 
deformation scale factor of 20x has therefore been applied to the simulated result for the 
purposes of comparison and in order to visualize the nature of the deformation more clearly. 
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Chapter 7 
LASER MICRO-ADJUSTMENT USING SHORT AND 
ULTRA-SHORT PULSES 
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) manufacturing requires accurate positioning and 
high reproducibility. Lasers can be utilised in accurate post-fabrication adjustment, allowing 
for manufacturing processes with relatively large tolerances. Laser micro forming (LμF) is a 
process for the precision adjustment, shaping or correction of distortion in micro-scale 
metallic components through the application of laser irradiation without the need for 
permanent dies or tools. The non-contact nature of the process is also useful in accessing 
specific micro-components within a device which may be highly sensitive to mechanical 
force. As such it has potential for widespread application in both the manufacturing and 
microelectronics industry. Presented in this chapter is a novel technique for thermal LμF 
involving picosecond duration pulses.  
7.1 Introduction 
When scaling down the LF process, limits to conventional thermal forming techniques 
become evident, such as excessive, non-localized heating of the substrate and long thermal 
relaxation times. Research has been conducted on non thermal LμF techniques, such as laser 
shock micro-forming (LSμF). Utilizing shockwaves generated through the breakdown of an 
absorptive layer, the LSμF process induces compressive stresses in the materials upper 
surface, typically using nanosecond pulsed laser systems [14-16]. High repetition rate 
femtosecond pulsed systems have also been applied to the LSμF process, producing bending 
away from the beam when used in conjunction with a pre-bend induced by favourable 
clamping conditions [17,18]. 
Thermal laser micro forming (LμF) is a process for the precision adjustment, shaping or 
correction of distortion in micro-scale metallic components through the application of laser 
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radiation, without the need for permanent dies or tools. Providing the fluence (Φ) is below or 
close to the ablation threshold (Φth) of the material, short pulse laser systems have the 
potential to be used to form materials in a thermal process, broadly analogous to that of the 
TGM at macro scales. When the pulse duration is shorter than the lattice interaction time, as 
is often the case with sub nanosecond pulses, there is little conductive heat transfer into the 
bulk material. This confines the heating effect to the surface layer of the material, thereby 
selectively inducing plastic compressive stresses and avoiding excessive thermal loading of 
the substrate. 
In this chapter, the mechanism by which deformation occurs in thermal LμF is investigated 
both numerically and experimentally, with a focus on the effect of pulse duration, pulse 
overlap, laser power, traverse speed and irradiation strategy on the amount of deformation 
achieved.  
7.2 Experimental 
The experimental work presented in this chapter focuses on: (i) the manufacture of micro 
scale actuator style components; (ii) the exposure of these components to short pulse laser 
radiation at levels close to the ablation threshold; and (iii) the measurement of degree of bend 
(αB) of the component as a function of pulse overlap, power and traverse speed (v0).  
 
Figure 82 – Schematic illustration of the LμF process. 
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7.2.1 Laser micromachining of actuator arms 
MEMS-scale actuator arms were designed and micro-machined out of 50 and 75µm thick 
AISI 302 stainless steel sheet (Table 6). Stainless steel was chosen as it is commonly used in 
micro-scale components [15,122]. As depicted in Figure 83, the actuator arms used in this 
study were 1000 x 300 µm in dimension. 
 
Figure 83 - Schematic of stainless steel AISI 302 actuator style arms, 
with dimensions in μm. The dashed line represents the irradiation 

















17.2e-6 500 1.93e11 3000 25 16.2 8000 2.05e8 0.27 
Table 6 - AISI 302 material properties at 298.15 K (* denotes 
properties which are considered temperature dependent in the 
simulations, see Appendix A for values). 
The microactuator arms were fabricated using a High-Q IC-355-800 nm, 5 to 50 kHz laser 
operating at 1064nm. The laser parameters used were 5 kHz repetition rate, 300 mW average 
power, 50 mm/s traverse speed, 10 ps pulse length and a 35 μm spot diameter. A total of 600 
and 800 overlapping scans were required for full penetration of the 50 and 75 µm thick steel 
sheets respectively. The degree of pulse overlap for this parameter set is illustrated in Figure 
84. 
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Figure 84 - Number of pulses per spot and degree of pulse overlap 
(35 μm beam diameter, 5 kHz repetition rate, 50 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
The beam was expanded using a telescope then delivered to a scanning galvanometer with a 
100 mm focal length f-theta lens, used to raster the beam over the workpiece. The beam was 
manipulated using SamLight (SCAPS GmbH) software, typically used in marking 
applications. In addition to the ability to raster the beam itself, the workpiece position could 
be manipulated using a 3-axis CNC stage (ATS115, Aerotech Ltd.), which had a resolution of 
0.5 μm. The experimental set-up is depicted in Figure 85.  
 
Figure 85 - The workpiece delivery set-up on the High-Q system: 1) 
laser source, 2) beam expander, 3) beam steering mirrors, 4) 
scanning galvanometer and 5) Aerotech 3-axis stage. 
Twelve actuators were cut into each sample as four sets of three. Each set of three actuators 
was accompanied by a drilled hole of approximately 50 μm in diameter for alignment 
purposes (see Section 7.2.2). 
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The High-Q system was an ideal candidate for micromachining due to its ultra-short pulse 
length and low repetition rate. The short pulse length corresponds to a shorter heat diffusion 
depth (Equation 89, Figure 86) as well as a high intensity. Combined with a low repetition 
rate this ensures that any build up in temperature is highly localized and that micromachining 
proceeds predominantly by an ablative mechanism as opposed to melt and vaporisation. 
7.2.2 Laser forming of actuators 
An experimental study of LμF was conducted using a 3W Fianium Yb-doped fibre TEM00 
laser with a pulse length of 20 ps, operating at between 1059 to 1069 nm wavelength and 500 
kHz repetition rate. As depicted in Figure 83 the irradiation path was a straight line across the 
width of the actuator arm, 100 µm from its base. The experimental set-up on the Fianium 
system was entirely analogous to that used on the High-Q system, as depicted in Figure 85. It 
should be noted that no absorptive coatings were used in this investigation. 
The power was adjusted using an internal attenuator, controlled through the terminal software 
and measured using an external power meter which could be removed from the beam path 
when necessary. 
The Fianium system was an ideal candidate for laser micro-adjustment due to its short pulse 
length and high repetition rate. The short pulse length corresponds to a low heat diffusion 
depth, Equation (90), in addition to a lower intensity when compared to the 10 ps High-Q 
system. Combined with a high repetition rate this ensures a significant yet highly localized 
build-up in temperature which is necessary for thermal micro-adjustment.  
pLl α2=  (90) 
Figure 86 shows that there is only a small penalty in terms of increased heat diffusion depth 
from approximately 30 to 40 nm when the pulse length is increased from 10 to 20 ps. 
However there is a relatively larger corresponding decrease in intensity. 
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Figure 86 - Heat diffusion depth with increasing pulse length for 
AISI 302 stainless steel. 
The actuators were clamped in place using a custom sample holder, consisting of two 
Aluminium framed Perspex grids which sandwiched the substrate between them, as shown in 
Figure 87. Perspex was chosen for the grid in order to rule out any conductive heat transfer 
from the substrate during processing. The sample holders’ primary purpose was to aid in the 
alignment of the actuators for forming on the Fianium system. To this end, a ridge was 
included along one edge to ensure that the sample holder was identically aligned to the 
processing stage on both the High-Q and Fianium systems. 
 
Figure 87 - Custom designed sample holder: (a) aluminium frame, 
(b) ridge used for alignment purposes and (c) Perspex grid and 
arrangement of actuator arms. 
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Accurate alignment was made possible due the aforementioned presence of holes drilled 
during fabrication of the micro-actuators on the High-Q system (see Section 7.2.1). With the 
laser power set to a minimum for plasma formation (approximately 300 mW) the software 
was set to drill mode and the shutter opened, producing a visible plasma on the substrate 
surface. By manipulating the stage in x and y until the small plasma produced by the laser 
was no longer visible (that is, the beam is focused over the hole) it was possible to align the 
workpiece by eye. 
7.2.3 Measuring the deformation 
The deformation induced was measured using a white light interferomenter (WLI) (NT1100, 
Veeco Ltd.). The WLI produced z-height data for analysis either in the form of 2D cross 
sectional data or as a 3D visualisation, as shown in Figure 88. 
 
Figure 88 - Example output from Veeco NT1100 WLI. 
This data was available for export in ASCII formatted data files. 2D cross-sectional z-height 
data was exported and post-processed though the use of a custom developed MATLAB 
graphical user interface (GUI) to determine the bend angle, a screenshot of which is shown in 
Figure 89. 
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Figure 89 - Screenshot the Alpha_B MATLAB GUI. 
7.2.4 FE model development 
To fully understand the thermal aspects of the laser micro-adjustment process an FE model 
was developed. A 3256 element thermal simulation of the laser heating of 1000 x 300 x 50 
μm AISI 302 stainless steel actuator arms, using a pulsed heat source was developed using 
COMSOL Multiphysics. The actual geometrical dimensions of the actuator were truncated to 
leave only the region of interest around the irradiation path as depicted in Figure 90. This was 
done in order to reduce the number of elements in the simulation, thereby reducing 
computational time. 
 
Figure 90 - Schematic of truncated stainless steel AISI 302 actuator 
style arms geometry used in FE simulations. 
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The mesh density was highest along the irradiation path, 100 μm from the base of the actuator 
arm, with the maximum element size being 10 μm. In addition, an even higher mesh density 
was assigned to the region of most interest at the centre of the irradiation path where most 
measurements were taken, in which the maximum element size was restricted to 2.5 μm, as 
shown in Figure 91.  
 
Figure 91 - Meshed geometry used in the FE simulations. 
7.2.4.1 Modelling the heat source 
The spatial distribution of the external heat source q0 was considered to be an ideal Gaussian 


























eII  (91) 
Where Ep is the pulse energy (J) and Lp is the pulse length (s). The intensity of the heat source 
was pulsed through the use of an interpolation function generated using a custom developed 
MATLAB GUI, shown in Figure 92. The GUI created a *.txt file in a directory which 
COMSOL read prior to each simulation. It consisted of a time-dependant Gaussian 
distributed pulse shape in which the relative intensity varied from 0 to 1, repeated at regular 
intervals as determined by the repetition rate of the laser. The intensity of the heat source in 
COMSOL was subsequently multiplied by these values. 
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Figure 92 - Screenshot of the Pulse Shape Generator MATLAB GUI. 
1) Laser process parameters, 2) Pulse shape settings, 3) Temporal 
pulsed relative intensity value plot, 4) Plot of individual pulse shape, 
5) Initial section of MATLAB generated time list for use in 
COMSOL. 
The MATLAB time list generated by the MATLAB GUI is discussed in detail in Section 
7.2.4.3. 
7.2.4.2 Modelling temperature dependant material properties 
Temperature dependant material properties were modelled as described in Section 5.2.2.2. In 
addition the impact of phase change on the heat transfer analysis is considered due to the 
simulation of temperature cycles which exceed the melting temperature (Tm, 1693.15 K) of 
the steel substrate. During the phase transformation from solid to liquid during melting, 
energy form the laser heat source is imparted to the substrate. However, instead of creating a 
temperature rise, the energy alters the molecular structure of the material. To simulate this, 
the temperature dependant value for Cp can be approximated by: 
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where ΔH is change in enthalpy (J),  Lf is the latent heat of fusion and H is a unit step 
function, applied when the local temperature is above that of Tm: 
),(2 dTTThsflcH m−=  (93) 
The term flc2hs refers to a built in COMSOL function for the smoothing of unit step 
functions. The term dT refers to half of the melting range of the material (27.5 K) and is the 
temperature range over which the step function is applied. 
The temperature dependent absorption co-efficient was taken from literature (see Appendix 
B).  
7.2.4.3 Solver settings 
The solver chosen for the following simulations is the Direct (SPOOLES) linear system 
solver. The SPOOLES solver is ideal for this investigation as it is able to make use of the 
high degree of geometrical symmetry and the parabolic nature of the dominant PDE (the heat 
equation, Equation 28) to conserve computational resources. 
Whereas the FE simulations previously documented in this thesis have used automatic time-
stepping, in which the time steps are determined by the solver, the pulsed FE model required 
the implementation of manual time-stepping. Therefore the time steps taken by the solver are 
considered ‘strict’ and are predetermined by a time list, formatted as in the following 
example: 
)2,5.0,0(range  (94) 
where the simulation start time is 0, the step value is 0.5 and the overall solution time is 2. By 
selecting the strict time stepping option this simulation would have four time steps. 
The strict time stepping is required in order to resolve phenomena that result from highly 
transient boundary conditions, in this case the pulsed laser heat source. If the solver were 
allowed to choose the time steps arbitrarily a change in the transient boundary condition 
could be ‘overstepped’ or skipped over. 
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One issue when manually inputting a time list is that the time step chosen in order to avoid 
overstepping a change in boundary condition may be excessively small (and therefore 
memory intensive) in the intervening period between, using this instance as an example, laser 
pulses. A 20 ps pulse duration requires approximately 1 ps time steps to resolve accurately. If 
the repetition rate is 500 kHz, however, the effective dwell time between pulses is 2x106 ps, 
necessitating a larger time step during these intervals. Therefore the time list must be 
composed of regions in which the time step is short (during the laser pulse) and relatively 








It is worth noting that whilst the time steps taken by the solver are strictly bound by the 
values in the time list, they represent the upper limit. Shorter time steps may be taken if 
deemed necessary by the solver, as shown in Figure 93. 
 
Figure 93 - Time steps taken by solver during pulsed laser simulation 
(500 kHz repetition rate). 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Determination of ablation threshold 
Prior to thermal LμF being conducted the ablation threshold fluence (Φth) of the stainless 
steel substrate was determined experimentally [123] using the Fianium system, operating at 
1059 to 1064 nm wavelength and 200 kHz repetition rate. The average power was varied in 
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50 mW intervals from 100 to 650 mW, with 12 holes drilled at each power. Dwell times of 2 
ms and 3 ms were chosen to give 400 and 600 pulses per drilled spot respectively. The 
diameter D of the ablated craters was measured using WLI. 
The beam radius ω0 was determined from a plot of D2 against Ep and found to be 14.7 μm. 
Using this value the fluence could be determined, and the x-intercept of a logarithmic trend 
line from a plot of D2 against Φ0, plotted on a Log10 scale, was taken as Φth (see Figure 94). 
This was found to be 0.09 J/cm2 and 0.08 J/cm2 for 400 and 600 pulses, respectively. 
Equation 96 describes the relationship between peak fluence, Φ0, and Ep, whilst D is related 
to Φ0 according to Equation 97. 
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Figure 94 - D2 against Ep (top) and D2 against Φ0, plotted on a Log10 
scale (bottom). 
7.3.2 Effect of pulse duration 
As previously mentioned, a pulsed laser source was chosen in order to limit the thermal 
loading of the bulk of the substrate. Due to the small size of the component and short 
processing time it is difficult to determine the transient thermal flux empirically in this 
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instance. To overcome this challenge, FE simulations were used. Figure 95 depicts the 
transient temperature at the centre of the irradiation path for a CW heat source. 
 
Figure 95 - Simulated temperature at the centre of the irradiation 
path and at four powers (1000 x 300 x 50 μm stainless steel AISI 
302, 1500 mW, 35 μm beam diameter, continuous wave, 35 mm/s 
traverse speed). 
The effectively constant temperature profiles observed after 0.04 s in Figure 95 reveal that, 
whilst peak temperatures at which deformation could occur are achieved, thermal loading of 
the bulk substrate restricts the ability of the substrate to dissipate heat away from the 
irradiation zone, cooling of which is essential for the establishment of a suitable temperature 
gradient upon subsequent irradiation. As discussed in Section 1.2.1, cooling of the irradiated 
area in LF proceeds predominantly by a process of self quenching, in which heat is 
transferred to the cold surrounding material by conduction. As the temperature gradient 
between the irradiated area and the cold surrounding material is reduced the self quenching 
ability of the component is diminished. The near homogeneous residual build up in 
temperature after a single pass for a CW heat source is depicted in Figure 96. 
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Figure 96 – FE simulated temperature (K) after a single irradiation of 
the geometry (1000 x 300 x 50 μm stainless steel AISI 302, 
1500mW, 35 μm beam diameter, continuous wave, 10 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
Depending on the duration of the rest time between irradiations, the build up in temperature 
in the bulk substrate shown in Figure 96 has the potential to significantly diminish the 
temperature gradient achievable between the top and bottom surfaces upon subsequent 
irradiation, key to the TGM mechanism. This requirement for relatively long rest times when 
compared with short and ultra-short pulsed laser sources (see Section 7.3.3) makes CW laser 
sources unsuitable for LμF applications. 
The application of femtosecond pulsed laser systems in the LμF process was investigated 
using a Clark-MXR CPA2010 which had a central wavelength of 775 nm, fixed repetition 
rate of 1 kHz, maximum pulse energy of approximately 1 mJ and a temporal pulse length 240 
fs. This system was capable of both fabricating and subsequently processing the actuators. 
However, it was found that due to ultra-short pulse duration the intensity was more than 
sufficient to ablate the substrate with minimal heat accumulation. Figure 97 reveals the 
machining of a deep ablation groove along the irradiation path and no appreciable 
deformation. 
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Figure 97 - WLI image showing deformation of an actuator arm after 
10 irradiations (1000 x 300 x 50μm stainless steel AISI 302, 0.02 W 
average power, 30 μm beam diameter, 1 kHz repetition rate, 10 
mm/s traverse speed). 
Whilst desirable during the fabrication process, the lack of heat accumulation makes 
femtosecond pulse duration laser systems unsuitable for use in the thermal LμF process. It is 
worth noting however that high repetition rate (>100 kHz) femtosecond systems have been 
successfully applied to the LSμF process, producing bending away from the beam, often 
requiring a pre-bend induced by favourable clamping conditions [17,18]. 
Low picosecond pulse durations close to the threshold between short and ultra-short pulse 
lengths (approximately 10 to 20 ps) have the potential to be utilized in thermal LμF as they 
offer limited heat diffusion depths but still induce heat conduction into the lattice, resulting in 
localized heating of the component without excessive thermal loading, as detailed in the 
following subsections. 
7.3.3 Effect of repetition rate 
Multi-pass thermal LμF was conducted using the Fianium system. As detailed in Section 
7.2.2, the irradiation path was 100 μm from the base of the arms. Ten successive irradiations 
were applied at repetition rates of 200 kHz and 500 kHz whilst keeping the pulse energy 
constant at 3 μJ, as shown in Figure 98. 
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Figure 98 - Profile view of z-deformation after 10 irradiations at 200 
and 500 kHz repetition rate and 3μJ pulse energy (1000 x 300 x 50 
μm stainless steel AISI 302, 35 μm beam diameter, 10 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
Figure 98 reveals little or no deformation at 200 kHz but significant deformation at 500 kHz, 
suggesting the latter is the more suitable repetition rate for the laser micro-adjustment 
process. This can be attributed to the relatively larger cumulative build up in temperature at 
higher repetition rates due to reduced dwell time between pulses, as shown in Figure 99. 
 
Figure 99 - FE simulation of temperature directly beneath the beam 
for a stationary laser heat source at 200 kHz and 500 kHz (1000 x 
300 x 50 μm stainless steel AISI 302, 3 μJ pulse energy, 35 μm beam 
diameter). 
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7.3.4 Laser micro-forming using picosecond pulse durations 
Multi-pass LμF was conducted using the Fianium system, operating at 1059 to 1064 nm 
wavelength and 500 kHz repetition rate with a spot diameter of approximately 35 μm. With 
increasing multiple irradiations a cumulative increase in bend angle was observed, as shown 
in Figure 100. 
 
Figure 100 - Cumulative bend angle variation with successive 
irradiations (1000 x 300 x 50 μm stainless steel AISI 302, 35 μm 
beam diameter, 500 kHz repetition rate, 10 mm/s traverse speed). 
In addition to a cumulative increase in bend angle, an ablated groove was also observed along 
the length of the scan path, the aspect ratio of which became too large to resolve the depth by 
WLI after multiple irradiations, as shown in Figure 101. 
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Figure 101 - WLI image of ablated groove after 6 irradiations (1000 
x 300 x 50μm stainless steel AISI 302, 1500 mW, 35 μm beam 
diameter, 500 kHz repetition rate, 10 mm/s traverse speed). 
This ablated groove can be attributed to the use of multiple irradiations in conjunction with 
fluences above those of the experimentally determined values of Φth. An experiment was 
subsequently conducted in which the traverse speed was increased and the ablated groove 
depth and bend angle was monitored, the results of which are shown in Figure 102. 
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Figure 102 - Bend angle and ablation depth variation with increasing 
speed, 50 and 75 μm thickness top and bottom respectively (1000 x 
300μm stainless steel AISI 302, 35 μm beam diameter, 500 kHz 
repetition rate, 1.5 W average power). 
From Figure 102 it is evident that the ablated groove has a detrimental effect on bend angle 
up to a point, in this instance when deeper than approximately 2 μm. The optimum traverse 
speed at which a suitable combination of bend angle and z-depth was achieved was found to 
be 35 mm/s, with the degree of pulse overlap illustrated in Figure 103. 
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Figure 103 - Number of pulses per spot and degree of pulse overlap 
(35 μm beam diameter, 500 kHz repetition rate, 35 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
Whilst it was possible to limit the ablation depth for single scans, multiple irradiations 
resulted in an increase in ablation depth. This phenomenon could be attributed to a 
conditioning of the irradiated surface after an initial irradiation [124], increasing the 
absorption for subsequent scans.  
As highlighted in Figure 100, multiple irradiations were essential to achieving a large range 
of deformation. As such an alternative to multiple irradiations along a single path was 
required to obtain a variation in bend angle. One such method investigated involved a 
combination of varying power and a hatched scan strategy. The hatch consisted of four single 
irradiation paths, scanned sequentially in alternate directions. Each irradiation path was 
spaced 30 μm apart, allowing for little or no overlap, as shown in Figure 104. 
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Figure 104 - Scanning electron microscope image of ablated groove 
after hatch irradiation strategy at a) 1500 mW, b) 1250 mW, c) 1000 
mW and d) 750 mW (1000 x 300 x 50 μm stainless steel AISI 302, 
35 μm beam diameter, 500 kHz repetition rate, 35 mm/s traverse 
speed). 
From Fig 104 it is evident that melt and re-solidification has occurred in the irradiated areas, 
becoming more noticeable with increasing laser power. This has also been observed by Singh 
et al. [99,125] upon the application of high intensity, low repetition rate nanosecond pulsed 
radiation to magnetic sliders in hard disk drives. It should be noted that the stress induced by 
this melt and re-solidification has the potential to contribute to the net bending angle. 
Through variation of laser power with a single line scan strategy, controlled and repeatable 
micro-adjustment was achieved. The application of a hatched scan strategy increased the 
range over which micro-adjustment could be achieved whilst keeping the ablated groove to 
within approximately 2 μm depth, as shown in Figure 105. 
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Figure 105 - Bend angle variation with increasing power, 50 and 
75μm thickness top and bottom respectively (1000 x 300 μm 
stainless steel AISI 302, 35 μm beam diameter, 500 kHz repetition 
rate, 35 mm/s traverse speed). 
In this chapter, thin sheet thermal LμF for the micro-adjustment of actuator style components 
was demonstrated using picosecond duration pulses with no absorptive coatings required. A 
full empirical study was conducted, with the effect of pulse overlap, laser power and 
irradiation strategy investigated. 
The thermal LμF technique presented in this chapter combines short pulse durations with 
high repetition rates and offers a method of generating localized heat build-up on the top 
surface of micro-scale components, allowing for controlled and repeatable micro-adjustment. 
Through a combination of irradiation strategies a large range of deformation is achievable, as 
shown in Figure 105. 
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The use of 20 ps pulse durations limits the heat diffusion depth to within a suitable range (i.e. 
half the sheet thickness) on the top surface of the component, whilst not being so short as to 
cause significant material removal by ablation. It was found that the repetition rate and 
therefore degree of pulse overlap must be high enough to ensure sufficient build up in 
temperature on the surface of the component for thermal forming. 
The process has significant potential for the post-fabrication micro-adjustment of functional 
components in micro-electronic devices. Challenges include minimising ablation along the 
irradiated scan path and obtaining a larger range of deformation through optimized process 
parameters. 
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Conclusions 
1. Factors affecting bend angle per pass 
Analytical and numerical modelling of the LF process was used to ascertain which of the 
various factors identified (thermal effects, geometrical effects, variation in absorption, 
metallurgical effects) contribute towards variation in bend angle per pass with multiple 
irradiations and subsequently the magnitude of their contribution.  
Thermal effects were found to be confined to the early stages of the process, becoming less 
influential as thermal equilibrium is reached, providing suitable processing parameters are 
chosen. This combination of parameters was found to be strongly affected by substrate 
material properties, most notably the thermal diffusivity; that is the materials ability to 
dissipate heat away from the irradiated area.  
Numerical simulations in which thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and thermal 
expansion co-efficient were varied independently of one another revealed that, over the first 
six passes in multiple scan LF, a lower thermal diffusivity resulted in a greater cumulative 
bend angle. This was attributed to a reduction in the flow stress of the component as a result 
of heat accumulation between laser scans. 
Geometrical effects are an important consideration when considerable deformation is 
desired, as the beam shape impingent on the workpiece becomes more elliptical with 
increasing bend angle. FE simulations were developed in which the variation energy density 
as a result of the impingent beam geometry was simulated for single line laser forming in an 
edge-clamped cantilever arrangement. It was found that significant reductions in bend angle 
(that is, greater than 20%) occurred at bend angles greater than approximately 35o as a result 
of significantly reduced energy densities.  
Absorption effects were found to become dominant later in the process, with increasing 
deformation and graphite burn-off respectively. The effect of graphite coating degradation in 
multi-pass LF was investigated both experimentally and numerically, with particular 
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emphasis placed on its effect on bend angle per pass due to variation in laser radiation 
absorption.  
It was found that the detrimental effects of graphite burn-off were lessened by a darkening of 
the surface, similar to that observed in laser marking, effectively reducing its reflectivity and 
increasing the coupling efficiency for laser radiation absorption. 
Any metallurgical effects of the LF process could have significant ramification on the 
subsequent performance of the part, necessitating accurate methods for the prediction of such 
effects. It was found that, whilst some combinations of process parameters offered significant 
deformation (e.g. high powers/low speeds) and no melting, the potential for austenitic 
transformation during laser heating and subsequent martensitic transformation upon cooling 
was increased. Using the models presented the suitability of process parameter combinations 
with regards to undesirable metallurgical transformations could be assessed numerically. 
FE simulations were also used to analyse the development of undesirable asymmetric edge 
effects in 2D LF, and subsequently to devise new scan strategies to eradicate them. 
A simple scan strategy in which the beam traverse speed increased at the mid-point of the 
sheet was used, reducing the amount of heat the leaving edge was required to dissipate and 
reducing asymmetry along the edge of the component. Analogous experimentation was 
conducted in which validated the predictions from these simulations.  
2. LF of square section mild steel tubes 
In work conducted in conjunction with Honda Engineering Europe Ltd, the applicability of 
the LF process in the axial bending and in plane ‘twisting’ of square section mild steel tubes 
for the automotive industry was investigated. 
The work took the form of an initial feasibility study, with the following deliverables: 
? Demonstrate out of plane bending around a central axis, ideally in the order of 
degrees, with special consideration given to: 
? Throughput and processing time. 
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? Pre and post-processing requirements, such as absorptive coatings and subsequent 
coating removal. 
? Demonstrate in-plane ‘twisting’ of the component around a central axis. 
Using the coupled analytical and numerical models detailed in Chapter 4 and implemented in 
Chapter 5, numerical simulations incorporating the square section tube geometry were 
conducted, the aim of which was to develop a scan strategy capable of inducing axial bending 
of the component towards the beam.  
The scan strategy devised consisted of an in-plane shortening mechanism on three sides of 
the component, utilizing process parameters commonly associated with the buckling or 
upsetting mechanism.  The result was a tapered compression of the component around a 
central axis, resulting in an out of plane bend towards the beam. 
Optimal process parameters were predicted using the FE simulations and, in some instances, 
refined when validation was carried out experimentally. Consideration was given to both the 
propensity for microstructural change and carbon diffusion from the absorptive coating into 
the surface. The appearance of the HAZ was used to asses the suitability of the FE predicted 
process parameters.  
The FE models were also used to develop a scan strategy for the in plane twisting of the 
component, which utilized the same approach of in-plane shortening used for axial bending. 
This was also demonstrated experimentally for validation purposes, with excellent qualitative 
agreement between the simulated and experimental deformation observed. 
3. Short and ultra-short pulse micro-adjustment 
Thin sheet LμF for the micro-adjustment of actuator style components was conducted using 
picosecond duration pulses, with no absorptive or confining layers required. To fully 
understand the thermal aspects of the LμF process, a thermal FE simulation was developed 
which incorporated a pulsed heat source. 
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This entirely novel technique combines short pulse durations with high repetition rates and 
offers a method of generating localised heat build-up on the top surface of micro-scale 
components, allowing for controlled and repeatable micro-adjustment.  
A relatively large range of deformation was found to be achievable through a combination of 
hatched and single line irradiation strategies, varying laser power and traverse speeds. 
Extensive empirical studies were conducted, with an emphasis on the use picosecond pulse 
durations in LμF. The use of 20 ps pulse durations limited the heat diffusion depth to within a 
suitable range (that is, half the sheet thickness, see Sections 7.2.2 and 7.3.1.1) on the top 
surface of the component, whilst not being so short as to cause significant material removal 
by ablation. It was found that the repetition rate and therefore degree of pulse overlap must be 
high enough to ensure sufficient build up in temperature on the surface of the component for 
thermal forming, as indicated by experimental observations and affirmed by the results of 
thermal FE simulations. 
Figure 107 compares both the relative aspect ratio (that is, depth multiplied by width) of 
formed components and maximum bend angle reported for those investigations detailed in 
Chapter 3, as well as for the work in this thesis. From Figure 106, the comparatively small 
scale of the formed component and relatively large range of deformation achieved in thermal 
LμF using picosecond pulse durations is evident. 
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Figure 106 - Relative range of deformation and aspect ratio of 
components. 
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Future Work 
1. Macro scale 
1.1 Finite element modelling of laser forming 
A key focus of future work on the model detailed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1 would be the 
integration of the numerical diffusion and analytical phase transformation models into the FE 
simulations. This would allow the user to post-process and visualize diffusion and 
transformation phenomena in 3D as a part of the specified geometry. In addition, it would 
increase the accuracy of the coupling between the phenomena, e.g. between thermal 
properties and the co-efficient of diffusion in the carbon diffusion FD simulation.   
With increasing computational power, ever more accurate simulations are possible. This 
offers the modeller the potential to couple more and more distinct physical phenomena into a 
single simulation of a process. In the authors’ opinion, the computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) module (alongside the Heat Transfer and Structural Mechanics modules) is the next 
logical addition to the simulation of the LF process. Addition of this module would provide 
the opportunity to accurately model: 
? Viscous forces in the melt pool during laser heating, although sub-melting 
temperatures are desirable during LF. 
? Non-laminar flow at boundaries, particularly useful in modelling the effect of forced 
convective cooling or of assist/shroud gas jets emanating from the processing nozzle. 
The development of residual stresses during multi-pass LF of complex geometries and their 
effect on deformation resulting from subsequent irradiations was a recurring theme at the 
IWOTE ’11 conference on thermal forming in Bremen, Germany [126]. The effect of 
residual stresses in laser welded components on the correction of distortion by LF also 
featured prominently. 
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Numerical models could be used to develop scan strategies for closed loop systems in 
iterative LF of complex geometries, taking into account the effect of simulated residual 
stresses when determining the optimum scan strategy for each iteration.  
For correction of distortion in  laser welded components, experimentally determined stress 
fields could be incorporated into the model prior to simulation in order ascertain the 
magnitude of influence they had on the nature of deformation for given scan strategies. 
1.2 Laser forming of square section mild steel tubes 
A key aim of any further investigation would be process parameter optimization for increased 
throughput times. Primarily entailing numerical simulations, the aim of such investigation 
would be to establish combinations of power and spot size which satisfy the conditions for in-
plane shortening when used in conjunction with high traverse speeds. For validation 
purposes, this would also require improvements to be made to the experimental set-up, 
specifically an increased speed of component rotation.  
In addition, the following suggestions are made for further investigation: 
? A full metallurgical study to validate the analytical and numerical predictions for 
phase transformation and diffusion of carbon from the absorptive graphite coating. 
? The development of a closed loop control system for the correction of distortion in 
mechanically formed components. Based on an iterative approach, this would entail 
the profiling of the geometry both initially and after each application of the laser, with 
appropriate process parameters and scan strategies determined by algorithm, 
specifically tailored to the newly formed component geometry. 
Whilst the aims of this feasibility study were fairly modest, FE modelling has the potential to 
be used in further process optimization. For instance, in the simulations detailed in Chapter 6 
constant traverse speeds were used for simplicity due to the difficulty in implementing 
variable traverse speeds experimentally. However, variable traverse speeds offer the potential 
to enhance the in plane tapered compression required for the axial bending of square section 
tubes, with FE modelling being the ideal candidate for a cost-effective parametric study into 
this. 
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2. Micro scale 
The LμF process has significant potential for the post-fabrication micro-adjustment of 
functional components in micro-electronic devices, as illustrated in Figure 107.  
 
Figure 107 - WLI image of deformed actuator arm in a comb drive 
arrangement. 
Challenges include minimising ablation along the irradiated scan path and obtaining a larger 
range of deformation through optimized process parameters. 
In order to fulfil its potential in a micro-electronics manufacturing environment, empirical 
and numerical studies into LμF of further miniaturised components are essential. This will 
require the design of systems for the accurate alignment of the beam on the workpiece. In 
addition, the inclusion of in-process monitoring of deformation would be essential to the 
creation of an automated closed loop system for the micro-adjustment of or correction of 
distortion in MEMS components. 
Further numerical investigation of the LμF process is essential in establishing the mechanism 
of deformation. Whilst the limited scope of the numerical modelling of pulsed laser heating 
presented in this thesis is useful in alluding to the possible mechanism by which deformation 
occurs, optimization of computational resource usage would enable full thermal-mechanical 
modelling of process. Such modelling would further the understanding of the key driving 
forces behind the mechanism, significantly aiding process development.  
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Also, joule heating models [127], which estimate the extent to which the temperature of the 
electrons are heated with respect to the metal lattice, would provide insight into the possible 
use of sub-picosecond, ultra-short pulse durations in LμF. 
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Appendix A 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL VALIDATION 
The FE thermo-mechanical simulation detailed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1 was validated 
against experimentally determined temperature and bend angle data, as detailed in the 
following subsections. 
A.1 Thermal analysis 
Initially the simulated transient temperature profile at three positions on the top surface away 
from the central irradiation path was compared to results from analogous experimentation 
conducted using the same experimental and numerical set up as detailed in Chapter 5.  
Thermocouples were used to measure the temperature in the experiments. These sensors are 
composed of two dissimilar metals, producing an electric potential of which temperature is a 
function. Therefore, by passively measuring the voltage drop across the two dissimilar metals 
the transient temperature can be determined. 
Three K-type (composed of Nickel chromium (positive) and Nickel Aluminium (negative))  
thermocouples were welded in an inert atmosphere to the upper surface of an 80 x 200 x 1.5 
mm AISI 1010 steel substrate at 10, 22 and 34 mm away from the irradiation path on the 
unclamped side of the component. Both the distance from the irradiation path and between 
thermocouples was dictated by the method of fixing the thermocouple tips in position. 
Adhesive thermal pads were used, which offered heat resistance up to approximately 530 K. 
This limited the proximity at which the thermocouple can be placed with respect to the 
irradiation path. The minimum spacing of the thermocouples was approximately 12 mm due 
to the width of each thermo pad. 
K-type thermocouples were chosen due to their suitability over the temperature range 
encountered under typical TGM conditions, having a linear temperature range of -270 °C to 
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1372 °C.  A data logger (34970A, Agilent Technologies UK Ltd.) was used to record the 
data, which had a maximum bandwidth of 250 Hz and an on-board calibrated reference 
junction, therefore not requiring manual calibration. 
 
Figure A.1. 1 - Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) transient 
temperature profiles at three distances away from the central 
irradiation path. 
Figure A.1.1 reveals a good correlation between the experimental and simulated temperature 
profiles. 
A.2 Bend angle analysis 
Subsequent to thermal validation, a full parametric study was conducted in order to validate 
the structural mechanical properties of the model. It is worth noting that in this investigation a 
truncated 30 x 80 x 1.5 mm component was used to save material. 
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The study consisted of measuring the initial bend angle in straight line laser forming of an 
edge clamped component, using the same experimental and numerical set up as detailed in 
Chapter 5. Powers, traverse speeds and spot sizes were selected which represented a suitable 
range for TGM laser forming on the Electrox system, as detailed in Table A1. 
Power [W] Traverse speed [mm/s] Distance from focus [mm] 
200 30 20 
500 50 40 
800 80 60 
Table A 1 – Process parameters used in parametric study. 
The distance from focus refers to the z-height on the 3-axis CNC system on the Electrox, 
which is an effective way of controlling the laser beam diameter incident on the workpiece. 
The distances of 20, 40 and 60 mm correspond to beam diameters of 4, 6 and 8 mm 
respectively. 
Using the process parameters listed in Table A1, a full parametric sweep (Table A2) was 
conducted both experimentally and numerically. 
Iteration no. Power [W] Traverse speed [mm/s] Distance from focus [mm] 
1 200 20 20 
2 200 20 40 
3 200 20 60 
4 200 50 20 
5 200 80 20 
6 200 50 40 
7 200 80 40 
8 200 50 60 
9 200 80 60 
10 500 20 20 
11 500 20 40 
12 500 20 60 
13 500 50 20 
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14 500 80 20 
15 500 50 40 
16 500 80 40 
17 500 50 60 
18 500 80 60 
19 800 20 20 
20 800 20 40 
21 800 20 60 
22 800 50 20 
23 800 80 20 
24 800 50 40 
25 800 80 40 
26 800 50 60 
27 800 80 60 
Table A 2 – Process parameters used for each iteration of the 
parametric study. 
The results of the parametric sweep are depicted in Figure A.2.1, revealing a good correlation 
between experimentally determined and numerically simulated initial bend angle. 
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Figure A.2. 1 - Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) initial 
bend angle in degrees as a function of traverse speed, power and 
distance from focus. 
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Appendix B 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
B.1 AISI 1010 Mild Steel 
 
Figure B.1. 1 - Temperature dependent poisons ratio for AISI 1010 
mild steel. 
 
Figure B.1. 2 - Temperature dependent thermal expansion coefficient 
for AISI 1010 mild steel. 
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Figure B.1. 3 - Temperature dependent specific heat capacity for 
AISI 1010 mild steel. 
 
Figure B.1. 4 - Temperature dependent Young’s modulus for AISI 
1010 mild steel. 
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Figure B.1. 5 - Temperature dependent thermal conductivity for AISI 
1010 mild steel. 
 
Figure B.1. 6 - Temperature dependent density for AISI 1010 mild 
steel. 
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Figure B.1. 7 - Temperature dependent yield strength for AISI 1010 
mild steel. 
B.2 AISI 302 Stainless Steel 
 
Figure B.2. 1 - Temperature dependent poisons ratio for AISI 304 
stainless. 
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Figure B.2. 2 - Temperature dependent specific heat capacity for 
AISI 304 stainless steel [128]. 
 
Figure B.2. 3 - Temperature dependent Young’s modulus for AISI 
304 stainless steel. 
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Figure B.2. 4 - Temperature dependent thermal conductivity for AISI 
304 stainless steel. 
 
Figure B.2. 5 - Temperature dependent density for AISI 304 stainless 
steel. 
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Figure B.2. 6 - Temperature dependent yield strength for AISI 304 
stainless steel. 
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Appendix C 
CODE EXAMPLES 
C.1 MATLAB code 






% Import time/temperature data from COMSOL Multiphysics 
DATA = importdata('T.txt'); 
timeDATA = DATA(:,1); 
Temp = DATA(:,2);  
[timeDATA,ind] = unique(timeDATA(:,1)); % Finds unique time values and 
records their index number 
Temp = Temp(ind,1); % Creates array of T values which correspond to the 
unique time index numbers  
sizeDATA = size(Temp); 
sizeDATA = sizeDATA(1,1); 
Tmin = min(timeDATA); 
timeDATA = timeDATA(:,1)-Tmin; 
Tmax = max(timeDATA); 
  
% Physical parameters 
L = 0.0015; % Domain length (m) 
C0 = 0.13; % Initial carbon concentration of steel (%/wt) 
Lt = Tmax; % Overall solution time (s) 
Tamb = 298.15; % Temperature of steel at room temperature (K) 
alpha = 0.17e-5; % Thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
R = 8.3; % Boltzmann constant (J/mol/K) 
Q = 1.42e5; 
D0 = 2e-5; % Proportionality constant (m^2/s)    
TT = 1163; 
  
% Set spatial/temporal mesh parameters 
nxt = 5; % Number of nodes (Heat equation) 
nx = 1500; % Number of nodes (Fick's second law) 
nt = sizeDATA; % Number of timesteps 
dt = Lt/nt; % Timestep (s) 
dx = L/(nx-1); % Node spacing (Fick's second law)  
dxt = L/(nxt-1); % Node spacing (Heat equation)  
x = 0/2:dx:L; % Mesh (Fick's second law)  
xt = 0/2:dxt:L; % Mesh (Heat equation)  
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% Initial conditions 
C = ones(size(x))*C0; 
T = ones(size(xt))*Tamb; 
time = 0; 
  
for n=1:nt % Timestep loop 
     
    Tnew = T;%ones(1,nxt)*Tamb; 
    Cnew = zeros(1,nx); 
     
    % Solve heat equation for current time step 
    for i =2:nxt-1 
        Tnew(i) = T(i)+(alpha*dt)*((T(i+1)-(2*T(i))+T(i-1))/(dxt^2)); 
    end 
     
    % Interpolate temperature distribution data to match diffusion 
element 
    % number 
    stept = L/nx; 
    y = Tnew;  
    y(1,1) = Temp(n,1); 
    xi = 0:stept:L-stept;  
    yi = interp1(xt,y,xi);  
    yi(isnan(yi)) = 0; 
     
    % Solve Fick's second law for current time step 
    for i=2:nx-1 
        if yi(i-1) > TT 
            D = D0*exp(-Q/(R*yi(i-1))); 
        else 
            D = 0; 
        end 
        Cnew(i) = C(i)+(D*dt)*((C(i+1)-(2*C(i))+C(i-1))/(dx^2)); 
    end 
     
    % Set boundary conditions 
    Cnew(1) = 2;%T(1); 
    Cnew(nx) = C(nx); 
    Tnew(1) = Temp(n,1);%T(1); 
     
    % Update temperature and time 
    T = Tnew; 
    C = Cnew; 
    time = time+dt; 
     
    % Plot 
    figure(1), clf 
    ax(1)=subplot(2,1,1); 
    [AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(x,Cnew,x,yi); 
    xlabel('x (m)') 
    set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','C (%/wt)') 
    set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','T (K)') 
    title([num2str(time),' seconds']) 
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    xlim([0 0.0015]) 
    xlim(AX(2),[0 0.0015]); 
    ax(2)=subplot(2,1,2); 
    plot(timeDATA,Temp); 
    hold on 
    scatter(time,Temp(n,1)) 
    xlabel('x (m)') 
    ylabel('Temperature (K)') 
    xlim([0 Lt]) 















C.1.2 Analytical phase transformation model 
%martensite_analytical v1.3 
%J. Griffiths, Il Busca 
%09-08-2010 
  




% Remove duplicate time-step data 
[t,ind] = unique(T(:,1)); %Finds unique time values and records their 
index number 
T = T(ind,2); % Creates array of T values which correspond to the unique 
time index numbers 
  
n = 1.9;        % JMA time exponent 
k0 = 1.33e5;    % Pre-exponential constant 
Q = 117.07;     % Activation energy of transformation kJ/mol-1 
R = 8.31e-3;    % Universal gas constant kJK-1mol-1 
A1 = 996.15;    % A1 temperature 
CCR = -450;    % Critical cooling rate for martensitic transformation 
  
k_all = k0*exp(-Q./(R*T)); 
indx = find(T>A1); 
k = zeros(size(t)); 
k(indx) = k_all(indx); 
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resetpoint = []; 




    if indx(count+1)==indx(count)+1 
    else 
        resetpoint = [resetpoint; indx(count)]; 
        resetpointup = [resetpointup; indx(count+1)]; 
    end 
end 
resetpoint = [resetpoint; indx(end)]; 
  
deltat = t(2:end)-t(1:end-1); 
deltat = [0;deltat]; 
  
dT = T(2:end)-T(1:end-1); 
dT = [0;dT]; 
  
CR_all = zeros(size(t)); 
CR_all = dT./deltat; 
  
indx2 = find(CR_all<CCR); 
CR = zeros(size(t)); 
CR(indx2) = CR_all(indx2); 
  
resetpoint2 = []; 
for count=1:size(indx2,1)-1 
    if indx2(count+1)==indx2(count)+1 
    else 
        resetpoint2 = [resetpoint2; indx2(count)]; 
    end 
end 
resetpoint2 = [resetpoint2; indx2(end)]; 
  
startp = 1; 
f = zeros(size(t)); 
  
for count=1:length(resetpoint) 
    kt = 0; 
    for count2=startp:resetpoint(count) 
        kt = kt+k_all(count2)*deltat(count2); 
        f(count2,1) = 1-exp(-kt^n); 
    end 
    if count<length(resetpoint) 
        startp = resetpoint(count)+1; 
    else 
        f(resetpoint(count)+1:length(t))=zeros(length(t)-
resetpoint(count),1); 
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indx3 = find(f>0.001); 
resetpoint3 = []; 
for count3=1:size(indx3,1)-1 
    if indx3(count3+1)==indx3(count3)+1 
    else 
        resetpoint3 = [resetpoint3; indx3(count3)]; 
    end 
end 




Vm = zeros(size(t)); 
  
startp = 1; 
for count2=startp:resetpoint3(1) 





    for count2=startp+1:resetpointup(count) 
        Vm(count2,1) = Vm(startp,1); 
    end 
    for count2=resetpointup(count):resetpoint3(count) 
        Vm(count2,1) = f(count2,1); 
    end 
    startp=count2; 
    for count3=resetpoint3(count):resetpoint2(count) 
        Vm(count3,1)=Vm(startp,1); 
    end 
    if count<length(resetpoint2) 
        startp = resetpoint2(count); 
    else 
        
Vm(resetpoint2(count)+1:length(t))=repmat(Vm(resetpoint2(count)),length(r
esetpoint2(count)+1:length(t)),1); 
    end 
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C.2 Visual BASIC code 
C.2.1 Example of linear interpolation 
#Z1 % Start program 
SB3 % Arm shutter 
SP14000.000000,14000.000000 % Set x,y speed 
AC450000.000000,450000.000000 % Set acceleration 
DC450000.000000,450000.000000 % Set deceleration  
CB3 % Open shutter 
WT200.000000 
LM XY % begin linear interpolation sequence 
VA450000.000000 % Set vector acceleration 
VD450000.000000 % Set vector deceleration  





LE % End linear interpolation sequence 
BGS % Begin movement 
AM 
CB3 % Close shutter 
EN % End 
